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Abstract
With the prevalence of laparoscopic surgery, the request for reliable
training and assessment is becoming increasingly important. The tra-
ditional way of training is both time consuming and cost intensive, and
may cause ethical or moral issues. With the development of computer
technologies, virtual reality has entered the world of consumer elec-
tronics as a new way to enhance tactile and visual sensory experiences.
Virtual reality based surgical skill training gradually becomes an effec-
tive supplementary to the traditional laparoscopic skill training in many
surgical theatres.
To provide high fidelity virtual surgery training experiences, the pre-
sentation of the virtual world should have the same level of realism as
what surgeons see and feel during real operations. However, the weak
computing power limits the potential level of details on the graphics pre-
sentation and physical behaviour of virtual objects, which will further
influence the fidelity of tactile interaction. Achieving visual realism (re-
alistic graphics presentation and accurate physical behaviour) and good
user experience using limited computing resources is the main challenge
for laparoscopic surgery simulation.
The topic of visual realism in laparoscopic surgery simulation has
not been well researched. This topic mainly relates to the area of
3D anatomy modeling, soft body simulation and rendering. Current
iii
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researches in computer graphics and game communities are not tai-
lored for laparoscopic surgery simulation. The direct use of those tech-
niques in developing surgery simulators will often result in poor quality
anatomy model, inaccurate simulation, low fidelity visual effect, poor
user experience and inefficient production pipeline, which significantly
influence the visual realism of the virtual world. The development of
laparoscopic surgery simulator is an interdiscipline of computer graph-
ics, computational physics and haptics. However, current researches
barely focus on the study of tailored techniques and efficient produc-
tion pipeline which often result in the long term research cycle and
daunting cost for simulator development.
This research is aiming at improving the visual realism of laparo-
scopic surgery simulation from the perspective of computer graphics. In
this research, a set of tailor techniques have been proposed to improve
the visual realism for laparoscopic surgery simulation. For anatomy
modeling, an automatic and efficient 3D anatomy conversion pipeline
is proposed which can convert bad quality 3D anatomy into simulation
ready state while preserving the original model’s surface parameteriza-
tion property. For simulation, a soft tissue simulation pipeline is pro-
posed which can provide multi-layer heterogeneous soft tissue modeling
and intuitive physically editable simulation based on uniform polyno-
mial based hyperelastic material representation. For interaction, a col-
lision detection and interaction system based on adaptive circumphere
structure is proposed which supports robust and efficient sliding con-
tact, energized dissection and clip. For rendering, a multi-layer soft
tissue rendering pipeline is proposed which decomposed the multi-layer
structure of soft tissue into corresponding material asset required by
state-of-art rendering techniques. Based on this research, a system
framework for building a laparoscopic surgery simulator is also pro-
iv
vposed to test the feasibility of those tailored techniques.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Laparoscopy surgery is a popular minimally invasive operation. It al-
lows the surgeons to access the inside of the human body without having
to make large incisions on the skin. However, due to the limitation of
small manipulation space and viewing angle, there is a higher risk of
damaging the internal organs, nerves and major arteries. The qualified
surgeons should have good eye-hand coordination and three-dimensional
space perception skills. The traditional training approach of performing
surgery under the supervision of experienced surgeons can not keep up
with the ever increasing demand from surgical profession and public.
On the other hand, methods relying on animals and cadavers usually
cause ethical and moral issues.
To train surgeons in a safe, controlled and standardised environ-
ment without jeopardising patient’s safety, virtual reality based simu-
lation emerges as a very effective complementary learning tool. As a
new way to enhance tactile and visual sensory experiences, it enables
the trainees to obtain valuable experiences in an immersive virtual en-
vironment. The reason that virtual reality has not been widely used in
1
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surgery simulation in early ages is due to the hardware computing power
limitation. Recently, virtual reality technology has finally entered the
world of consumer electronics and shown great potential of utilities in
the laparoscopic surgery simulation field.
In early age, the basic training modules provided by laparoscopic
surgical simulators suffered from low fidelity sensory experience due
to the limitation of hardware computational power. Although current
surgery simulators can perform more complex simulations such as the
anatomical variations and various pathological conditions, the hardware
computing power is still the bottleneck limiting the further potential im-
provement towards high fidelity. Within the limited computing power,
finding the balance between accuracy and efficiency is the main chal-
lenge for laparoscopic surgery simulation.
For a high fidelity surgery simulator, it should provide immersive
experiences from both visual and tactile perspectives. The immersive
visual experience regards to the realism of virtual objects generated
by computer graphics technologies. The immersive tactile experience
refers to the high fidelity haptic feedback from the virtual environ-
ment [KFN06]. There are many laparoscopic surgery simulators on the
market which have been widely deployed around the world. Although
those commercial simulators have undergone substantial developments
in both graphics performance and haptics fidelity, most of them still
only provide key procedure based training under guided routine due to
the limited computing power. From the visual aspect, they generally
suffered from the drawbacks of restricted operation degree of freedom,
inaccurate soft tissue physical behaviour, limited type of medical in-
strument manipulation, unrealistic soft tissue presentation. From the
tactile aspect, current surgery simulators still can not provide physically
accurate haptic feedback like the real surgery due to the inaccuracies
2
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originate from the visual aspect and hardware limitations [KFN06]. Due
to those drawbacks, current laparoscopic surgery simulator can only be
used for education and training purpose. There is still a long way to
make a surgery simulator that can provide the same level of realism as
what surgeons see and feel during real operation.
Compare to the tactile fidelity, the visual realism of a simulator
plays a more significant role in influencing the user’s experience because
visual representation is the most intuitive way to influence the user’s
sensory experience and all the tactile interactions are actually depen-
dent on the visual representation of the virtual world. With the fast
development of computer graphics community, state-of-art technologies
which aim at improving the visual realism of graphics have been widely
used in game and movie industries. Virtual surgery can be considered
as a graphic based application for medical use. However, different from
traditional graphics applications such as game or movie, the content of
medical application mainly focuses on accurate anatomy representation
and physics simulation which has not received enough attention in the
main trend of computer graphics research. So designing a set of tailored
techniques for surgery simulation use based on state-of-art research is
an essential issue to improve the visual realism of laparoscopic surgery
simulation.
1.2 Motivation
The motivations of this research are:
 Less training time for trainees and increasing resistance to use of
cadavers and animals for training (totally banned in the UK).
 Wide realism gap between surgery simulator and real surgery.
3
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 No standard and efficient production pipeline for the development
of laparoscopic surgery simulation, like game or visual effect in-
dustry.
 Fast developing computer graphics and visualization technologies
which have potential usage for medical applications.
Although the gap between simulation and real surgery still exists,
this gap can be narrowed with the help of the state-of-art computer
graphics researches. Due to the visual realism can directly influence the
tactile fidelity, improving the visual realism becomes the top priority in
narrowing the gap between real and virtual surgery.
Figure 1.1: The factors that influence the realism of laparoscopic
surgery simulation.
From the computer graphics perspective, the visual realism can be
influenced by geometry modeling, physical behavior, interaction and
rendering. As can be seen in Figure 1.1, in laparoscopic surgery simu-
lation, those realism factors are corresponding to the realistic represen-
4
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tation of complex anatomy structure, physically based soft tissue sim-
ulation, high fidelity tactile surgical tool interaction and realistic soft
tissue rendering. As many of these techniques originated from theoreti-
cal computer graphics, computational physics, mechanical engineering,
it is challenging for a practitioner with modest theoretical exposure
or familiarity with these fields to navigate the most established refer-
ence textbooks in those areas, especially if their goal is to acquire a
high-level understanding of the basic tools needed for implementing a
simulation system. As an interdiscipline of computer graphics, compu-
tational physics, software and mechanical engineering, the development
of surgery simulator always faces the dilemma of long research cycle
and daunting budget, which finally results in the high cost and slow
development process. A set of tailored techniques and an efficient de-
velopment pipeline is in urgent need for improving the visual realism
and development efficiency of laparoscopic surgery simulation.
1.3 Research Questions
By considering the aforementioned facts, this research introduces a set
of tailored computer graphics techniques for improving the visual real-
ism of laparoscopic surgery simulation. This research tries to answer
the following questions:
 Q1 How to design an efficient and realistic modeling method for
complex anatomy structure ?
 Q2 How to improve the realism of soft tissue simulation and make
it more easily editable to achieve user desired effect ?
 Q3 How to improve the stability, efficiency and accuracy of inter-
action between surgery tools and soft tissues ?
5
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 Q4 How to achieve realistic rendering of soft tissue ?
1.4 Aims and Objectives
This research is aiming at improving the visual realism of laparoscopic
surgery simulation from the perspective of computer graphics. A set of
tailor techniques have been proposed from the perspective of efficient
anatomy modeling, accurate physically based soft tissue simulation, ro-
bust surgical tool interaction and realistic presentation of soft tissue.
To achieve this aim, the specific objectives are as followed:
 OBJ1 Review current laparoscopic surgery simulators and surgery
simulation frameworks. Compare and analyse the pros and cons
of existing systems and summarize the factors that influence the
realism of laparoscopic surgery simulation.
 OBJ2 Investigate state-of-art computer graphics researches which
are suitable for improving the realism and efficiency of laparo-
scopic surgery simulator.
 OBJ3 Design an efficient geometric pipeline which can take ad-
vantage of the already existing 3D anatomic models on the market
and converting it to simulation ready model.
 OBJ4 Propose a physically based soft tissue modeling method
which can reflect the muti-layer nature of soft tissue and provide
intuitive physics based user control for soft tissue property.
 OBJ5 Develop a robust surgical tool interaction system which can
provide stable sliding contact, energized dissection and clipping
operations.
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 OBJ6 Design an efficient pipeline for realistic multi-layer soft tis-
sue rendering which includes material asset generation, rendering
and post-processing.
 OBJ7 Design a laparoscopic surgery simulator to justify the feasi-
bility of this research in improving realism of laparoscopic surgery
simulation.
1.5 Contributions
This research dedicates to improving the visual realism of laparoscopic
surgery simulation and the efficiency of development. It focuses on im-
proving the current techniques from the perspective of modeling, simu-
lation, rendering and pipeline development.
For the modeling, the 3D anatomy model used in surgery simula-
tor should meet the standard and requirement of physics simulation
(called simulation ready model). The traditional simulator develop-
ment heavily depends on manual based digital anatomy asset creation.
The accuracy and quality of the model is dependent on the 3D artist’s
skill, which may influence the accuracy and stability of physics simu-
lation. To create anatomy models that can well adapt to the needs of
physics simulation, inefficient manual or half-automated model healing
and processing procedure are required before sending the models into
physics simulation pipeline.
To solve this problem, this research proposed a simulation ready
anatomic model generation pipeline which can automatically con-
vert poor quality 3D anatomical models into simulation ready state
while preserving the original model’s surface parameterization attribute.
The pipeline includes two stages:
 C1 The voxelization and remesh based stage which can keep the
7
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shape of original 3D surface model but eliminate the ill shaped and
degenerate polygons without influencing existing artistic pipeline.
 C2 The cutting based surface mesh parameterization transfer
stage which can transfer the original surface parameterization (UV
mapping) to the simulation ready model without distortion in the
parameterization space.
For the simulation, the traditional simulator mainly depends on sin-
gle layer soft tissue simulation for the consideration of efficiency and
pipeline compatibility. However, it does not agree with the fact that
most soft tissues are multi-layer. Considering the fact that game based
production pipeline is widely used in the production of surgery simula-
tor, although there are some multi-layer soft tissue modeling strategies,
their special mesh structures have not been widely used in the produc-
tion of surgery simulator due to the issue of pipeline compatibility and
simulation efficiency. For most of current surgery simulators, they can
only provide soft tissue simulation based on certain type of material.
However, the fact is that the physical property of soft tissue is com-
plex and heterogeneous which can not be easily described using certain
type of material. Current simulators lack a more general and physically
accurate material property control mechanism which can uniformly rep-
resent various materials and be intuitively controlled.
In this research, a multi-layer based heterogeneous soft tis-
sue simulation pipeline is proposed. This method does not need to
change the traditional graphics pipeline and has no special requirement
on the input mesh format. Different from other simulators which con-
trol soft tissue behaviour using certain types of material constitutive,
the physical behaviour of the soft tissue in this research is controlled
by a more general and polynomial based material model which can
8
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simulate various widely used hyperelastic materials using one uniform
representation. Based on this material model, a heterogeneous soft tis-
sue simulation strategy has been proposed to simulate complex physical
behaviour of soft tissue. The contributions can be summarized as:
 C3 A multi-layer soft tissue modeling method which generalizes
the soft tissue into fascia, fatty and embedded tissues and provides
geometric based connection strategy for different types of tissues.
 C4 A Valanis-Landel hypothesis based soft tissue simulation frame-
work which can simulate various hyperelastic materials via a uni-
form polynomial based equation and can be controlled by intuitive
curve editing system.
 C5 A heterogeneous soft tissue generation strategy which can
produce heterogenerous stiffness distribution on soft tissue via a
skeleton based painting system.
For the surgical tool interaction, the traditional simulators often use
guided routine to limit the flexibility of surgical tools to avoid frequent
contact in case of producing simulation artifact. They lack an effective
and robust collision detection and resolution system to support the
frequent contact especially the sliding contact between surgical tool
and soft tissue (which is a common operation in laparoscopic surgery).
So the contact types and details are also limited especially the energy
based dissection and clip operations, which have not been well research
in previous works.
In this research, an efficient and robust surgical tool interac-
tion system based on adaptive circumsphere mesh representation is
proposed, which supports robust and efficient sliding contact. Based
on the interaction system, an energized soft tissue dissection and a ge-
9
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ometric based clipping method have been proposed. The contributions
are summarized as:
 C6 A circumsphere based collision detection and resolution method
which outperforms both the existing sphere-based and polygon-
based methods in overall performance and reduces collision tun-
nelling effectively.
 C7 A local geometry feature and energy based adaptivity strat-
egy which dynamically adapt the location and size of the circum-
spheres surface for better approximation and provide stable and
robust collision response.
 C8 A computationally efficient dissection model based on heat
transfer which provides physically based modeling for the dis-
sected area. It will not change the topology of the virtual objects
and can keep the efficiency and stability of the simulation.
 C9 An efficient geometric based soft tissue clip method which can
keep the clip attaching to the vessel and produce visual plausible
clip result without introducing the rigid body simulation.
For the rendering of the soft tissue, the existing simulators can only
provide single layer soft tissue rendering which neglects the structure
of the multi-layer soft tissue. The rendering techniques used in exist-
ing simulators are mainly from game industries. The direct use of those
techniques can not well meet the request level of realism in surgery sim-
ulation, which often result in low fidelity rendering artifact in existing
simulators.
In this research, a realistic multi-layer soft tissue rendering
pipeline is proposed. It decomposed the multi-layer structure of soft
tissue into corresponding material asset required by state-of-art render-
ing techniques. This research proposed tailored rendering model and
10
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post processing pipeline to further improve the realism of laparoscopic
surgery simulation. The contributions are:
 C10 A procedural organic material generation pipeline which en-
ables the users to efficiently generate organic look texture based
on real images.
 C11 A multi-layer soft tissue rendering pipeline which includes
multi-layer soft tissue shading, optimized lighting effect modeling
and post-processing.
For the system development, currently there are not any standard
develop framework or pipeline existing in the industry of surgery sim-
ulation because the structure of system framework highly depends on
the techniques used in the system.
In this research, a laparoscopic surgery development frame-
work based on the techniques in this thesis is proposed. It shows the
mechanism of how to organize all the techniques into one framework.
The contribution can be summarized as:
 C12 A system framework for building a laparoscopic surgery sim-
ulator which includes the hardware setup, GPU based simulation
pipeline, deferred shading based rendering pipeline and perfor-
mance analysis.
1.6 Scope and Limitations
This research focus on the tailored techniques which target at improving
the efficiency, realism, stability and accuracy of current surgery simula-
tion from the perspective of computer graphics. This research is based
on the existing features and functions in current simulators. The sys-
tem validation is not the focus of this research but intuitive interfaces
11
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are provided for potential use in the clinic validation. Detailed system
validation can be performed according to individual manufacture’s rule
or under the guidance of assessment methodology of manual dexterity
(such as Direct Observation of Procedural Skills (DOPS) [BA07], Ob-
jective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) [ABH+07]).
1.7 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organised into eight chapters. The thesis milestones in-
clude the relation between each chapter with the research questions,
objectives and contributions as shown in figure 1.2:
Figure 1.2: The structure of the thesis.
 In chapter 2, a literature review on the laparoscopic surgery simu-
lation and its related computer graphics research have been made.
It gives an overview of current laparoscopic surgery simulators and
in depth technique analysis of factors that influencing the realism
12
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of laparoscopic surgery simulation from the perspective of com-
puter graphics research (OBJ1). After that, a detailed review on
the related computer graphics researches have been made which
include the topics of modeling, deformation simulation, collision
detection and rendering (OBJ2).
 In chapter 3, an automatic simulation ready model generation
pipeline is introduced which can convert the poor quality anatomic
model into simulation ready model while preserving the origi-
nal model’s surface parameterization property during the transfer
procedure. (OBJ3).
 In chapter 4, a soft tissue simulation pipeline has been proposed
which can provide multi-layer heterogeneous soft tissue model-
ing and intuitive physically editable simulation based on uniform
polynomial based hyperelastic material representation.(OBJ4).
 In chapter 5, an adaptive circumsphere based surgical tool in-
teraction system has been developed which support robust colli-
sion (especially the sliding contact) and other types of frequently
performed operations such as energized dissection and clipping.
(OBJ5).
 In chapter 6, a pipeline for realistic multi-layer soft tissue ren-
dering has been proposed. It includes procedural based material
assets generation, physically based multi-layer soft tissue render-
ing and post processing. (OBJ6)
 In chapter 7, a framework for the development of laparoscopic
surgery simulator has been proposed, which includes the tech-
niques proposed in this research (OBJ7). Detailed performance
analysis of the system in each component has been made in this
13
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chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Overview of Laparoscopic Surgery Simula-
tor
Laparoscopy has become the standard approach in most surgical spe-
cialties [LSG+09]. It is evident that laparoscopy is associated with a
longer operation time and a higher rate of surgical complications during
the learning curve of the surgeons. The primary obstacles in learning
laparoscopy are psychomotor determinants and perceptual speed. To
train those skills, simulation emerges as a complementary tool to tradi-
tional training, allowing the reduction of learning curves in a safe and
controlled environment [CIRM06].
”A skillfully performed operation is about 75% decision making and
25% dexterity[Spe78].” Judgement, knowledge and dexterity are three
critical elements of safe surgery [DDM01]. The main purpose of surgery
simulator is to enhance the knowledge of procedure, practice decision
making, improve technical skills by performing critical steps in real
surgery. To achieve these goals, current simulators on the market can
be generally classified into two groups: cognitive based training and
15
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dexterity based training.
The simulators for cognitive based training are used for the educa-
tion and demonstration purpose, which do not require realtime simula-
tion and high accuracy. They show the general overview and key steps of
certain surgical procedure. Those simulators focus on the modelling of
complex disease and demonstrating their surgical solution steps. There
are many companies developing the cognitive based medical education
applications such as Touch surgery 1, ,Visible Body2, LibroScience 3
etc. Touch Surgery used cognitive mapping techniques, cutting edge
AI and 3D rendering technology to codify surgical procedures. Visible
Body mainly develops applications for medically accurate content such
as biomedical visualization. LibroScience released an interactive CT
and MRI visualization tools for cell phone.
The simulators for dexterity training focus on transferring skills from
the simulated environment to the operating theater. They have high
demand on the simulation efficiency and accuracy. Those simulators
mostly have extended simulation platform with many essential features
specifically designed for medical simulation and haptic feedback. There
are many companies developing such training systems such as 3D sys-
tem (formerly Simbionix)4 , Surgical Science 5, Sense Graphics 6, CAE
healthcare’s LapVR7, MEDICAL-X’s LAP-X8. The products of those
companies not only cover wide range simulation scenarios for dexterity
training but also cognitive training modules.
From the computer animation perspectives, compared to the simu-
1https://www.touchsurgery.com/
2https://www.visiblebody.com/
3https://www.libroscience.com/
4http://simbionix.com/
5https://surgicalscience.com/
6http://sensegraphics.com/
7https://caehealthcare.com/
8https://www.medical-x.com/
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lators for dexterity training, the simulators for cognitive based training
is relatively easy to develop because they heavily rely on pre-computed
or key-framed animation rather than real-time simulation. The key of
developing the cognitive based simulators is how to interactively demon-
strate an animation based surgical procedure to users. This kind of
simulators are not the focus of the research in this thesis because it is
an artistic driven medical application.
The development of dexterity training based simulator is an interdis-
cipline of computer graphics, computational mechanics and mechanical
hardware design. The goal of dexterity training based simulator is to
allow the surgeons to have an experience that similar to the real surgery.
To achieve this, accurate physical behaviour, photo realistic anatomical
3D presentation and high fidelity haptic feedback are very important to
an immersive surgery simulator. Those key factors are corresponding
to physics simulation, rendering and geometry modeling problems in
computer graphics research. However, due to the realtime performance
requirement of laparoscopic surgery simulator, compromises have to be
made on the model resolution, simulation accuracy and render quality
which will often result in the undesired visual artifact (see Figure 2.1
9 10 11 12). Finding a balance between the visual plausibility and com-
putational efficiency is the key when developing the surgery simulator.
In the following part, related works regarding to the development of la-
paroscopic surgery simulator will be discussed from the perspectives of
3D anatomy modeling, soft tissue simulation, surgical tool interaction
and soft tissue rendering.
9https://www.youtube.com/user/surgicalscience
10https://www.youtube.com/user/SimbionixUSA
11https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxvlvWkIv9bgmbY0Iz5K6IA
12http://sensegraphics.com/
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Figure 2.1: The artifacts exist in current laparoscopic surgery simula-
tors.
2.2 Anatomy Modeling
For the anatomy modeling, the ideal pipeline is to obtain 3D anatomy
model from patient specific CT or MRI data. However, the labeling of
the interested anatomy area from CT or MRI data is normally manual
based and inaccurate especially for laparoscopic surgery because the soft
tissues such as rectum are hard to be captured. Digital modeling based
on coarse CT and MRI data is still the main trend in developing laparo-
scopic surgery simulator but the quality of the mesh highly dependents
on the 3D artist’s skill. Irregular polygon distribution, self-intersected
or interpenetrated primitives caused by manual based modelling pro-
cess will influence the simulation accuracy and stability. There are a lot
of commercial 3D human anatomical models on the market but most of
them can only be used for visualization purpose. Most of those models
can not be directly used for physics simulation (see chapter 3 for more
details). How to efficiently obtain a nice and clean simulation ready
3D anatomy model is still challenging in the development of surgery
simulator.
The process of optimizing a poor quality non-manifold 3D surface
model into a simulation ready model is a geometric processing problem.
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Traditional geometric processing techniques such as split, collapse, fuse
operation on vertex, edge, face etc [BLP+13] can be helpful in fixing
the geometric degeneracies but it often requires the human intervention
to get desired result. Instead of working on the trivial polygon rep-
resentation level, those non-manifold geometry optimization problems
can also be solved from the perspectives of voxel representation, which
can facilitate the detection of self-intersections and other degeneracies
using signed distance field (SDF). It is non-trivial to get rid of the non-
manifold geometry by performing the topological operations ( such as
union, intersection and difference etc.) based on the SDF. The volu-
metric data can be represented on Cartesian, unstructured, Octree grid
[JLSW02]. The Cartesian grid is convenient for fast interpolation, level
set schemes such as marching based method [Set96], which has been
widely used in game and VFX industries[Mus13].
After the voxelization step, an isosurface mesh can be extracted
based on the SDF. However, the original source mesh’s surface pa-
rameterization information will be lost in the isosurface mesh. The
source mesh’s surface parameterization property should be completely
inherited for the consideration of production efficiency. To preserve the
source mesh’s surface attribute, the transfer of the surface properties
between the source and the target mesh is the key technique during this
process.
Transferring surface properties from source mesh to target mesh is
an important research topic in computer graphics, which includes detail
synthesis [WHRO10], shape analysis[GF08], texture synthesis[LH06]
and surface editing [SCOL+04] etc. In the case of converting exist-
ing poor quality 3D anatomy models into good quality models, the in-
put mesh is a non-manifold geometries with self-intersections and other
degeneracies, the output mesh is a high quality simulation ready poly-
19
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gon model. To match the original mesh to the newly generated mesh,
finding correspondences between two surfaces is needed before trans-
ferring surface properties. The task of finding shape correspondence
can range from the shape identification of portions which geometrically
similar[JQL+17], to the pairing of elements that represent the same
parts or serve the same function on the shape [XKH+16]. Van et al
[VKZHCO11] gives a recent survey on the details of finding shape cor-
respondence. The classical shape correspondence applications involves
two steps: shape alignment [DBL01] and feature matching[YMYK14].
In the voxelization based model optimization pipeline, the target mesh
is generated from the voxelization and remesh result of the source mesh.
The target mesh has already preserved the shape of the original mesh
but with different polygon representations so that shape alignment step
is not necessary. Only the features of source and target mesh are needed
to be matched and then the texture color and surface parametrization
can be transferred.
For the texture color transfer problem, there are mainly two general
approaches. The first one builds a common parameterization which is
used as a mapping from the source surface to the target surface [Ale02].
The smoothness of the mapping will affect the scale of local distor-
tion. This method will preserve large scale pattern in textures but
suffer from local scale distortion especially when the shape variation is
large between source and target mesh. Texture synthesis, as the sec-
ond approach, is a process of constructing large images from exemplar
by preserving its structural content and detail feature. The traditional
methods in texture synthesis is a process of pixel-based neighborhood-
matching which finds the best matching pixel between partially synthe-
sized neighborhoods and exemplar neighbours [LH06]. This method is
able to reproduce the small scale details of the texture but can not well
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preserve the large scale patterns. The above methods will inevitably
produce distortion.
Beside the distortion problem, texture discontinuity across the UV
seam (chart boundary) is another issue when transferring texture color.
UV seam of the texture atlases will produce discontinuities artifact be-
cause the neighbouring points on the mesh surface may be far away
from each other in the parameterization space (UV space). There are
many works on solving the problem of UV seam discontinuity. Nicolas
et al. [RNLL10] proposed a solution to make the UV seam invisible by
aligning texel grids across UV seam based on grid-preserving parame-
terization. Such alignment ensures the interpolated color on both sides
of UV seam precisely matched. Lefebvre et al. [LH06] synthesized best
matching pixel on both sides of UV seam, making it hard to percept.
A two-phase continuity mapping has been proposed et al. [GP09] by
Francisco. The first phase a bidirectional mapping is built between ar-
eas outside the UV seam and the corresponding areas inside, the second
one generates a thin border of virtual triangles in texture space to cor-
rectly interpolate and filter texture values through the seams. Sheffer
et al. [SP06] proposed a mesh cluster method. It creates rectangular
patches which preserves a one-to-one texel correspondence across UV
seam boundaries. However, those methods focus on healing the UV dis-
continuity problem based on the original mesh’s polygon representation
but they are not suitable for this research because this research focus on
transfer surface parameterization property between two surfaces of dif-
ferent polygon representations. Instead of solving the UV discontinuity
on original mesh, the source mesh’s UV parameterization is needed to
be preserved for the target mesh and ensure the original UV parameter-
ization causes no artefact (UV space element stretch around UV seam)
on the target mesh.
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Compare to the existing methods, most of current texture transfer
techniques can only maintain the texture color and inevitably cause
distortion to some extent. In this research, the target mesh is needed
to not only inherit the source mesh’s texture color but also the param-
eterization because the parameterization information may be needed
for other purposes in later stage of production pipeline, such as UV
space bleeding, rain or sweating effect. However, the inheritance of
the original parameterization will cause artifact due to the existence of
parameterization seam. In this paper, the texture transfer problem is
solved using a cutting and remesh based technique which retains the
original mesh’s surface property and eliminates the distortion problem
during the transfer process.
2.3 Deformation Simulation
For simulation, there are mainly two choices: using existing engines
or developing from scratch. Most of the realtime physics simulation
engines are developed for game and visual effect industries, such as
Havok, PhysX, Bullet etc. Those engines have been used in the de-
velopment of some surgery simulators [MHL+09] [MWW07] but they
do not well support soft body dynamics such as FEM based soft body
simulation so they are not quite suitable for high fidelity laparoscopic
surgery simulation. Nvidia recently released a particle based simulation
engine (FLEX13) but it only supports robust geometric based soft body
simulation[MMCK14] rather than FEM based. Different from game
engines, SOFA 14is an open-source framework primarily targeted at re-
altime simulation with an emphasis on medical simulation developed by
INRIA. However, SOFA is a general physics engine which has not been
13FLEX, https://developer.nvidia.com/flex
14Software Open Framework Architecture, https://www.sofa-framework.org/.
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tailored for any specific surgery simulation such as laparoscopic surgery.
SOFA does not support the features that laparoscopic surgery needed
such as multi-layer heterogeneous soft tissue simulation, energized dis-
section, embedded soft tissue simulation, clipping operation etc. Also,
SOFA does not have an effective way for soft tissue property editing
which is essential for improving user experience.
Different from common elastic materials such as rubber, synthetic
fabric etc., soft tissues are mostly the composite of matrix material
which is embedded with a single family of aligned fibers [GPM06]. Due
to the complex structure of soft tissue, its physical behaviour is hard to
characterize. While, for some well organized tissue, it can be described
well using the classical continuum mechanics theory.
From the perspective of computer graphics research, deformation
simulation is the core of developing a laparoscopic surgery simulator
which can influence a simulator’s fidelity and realism. The design of the
physical property and choice of solver will influence the accuracy and
stability of simulation. Realtime simulation of soft tissue is a process
of solving dynamic system. To achieve realtime performance, compro-
mise on accuracy has to be made which will influence the simulator’s fi-
delity and user experience. Within the computation budget for realtime
performance, balancing the accuracy and user experience is important
which is a challenge for simulator tuning and evaluation.
The simulation of solid and deformable objects has been an ac-
tive research topic in computer graphic research area for more than 30
years. There are huge amount of excellent works continue to emerge.
Among these excellent works, a few good surveys [MtV05] [NMK+06]
[MSJT08] [BET14] [BMM17] papers can help researchers get a compre-
hensive overview of related area quickly.
As the pioneer of deformation simulation, Terzopoulos et al. [TPBF87]
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proposed an elastic deformation model which used the penalty force de-
rived from energy functions to simulate elastic object based on finite
difference approach. Their work lead the early development of defor-
mation simulation in physics based animation[BW98][EWS96][BHW94]
but the realtime simulation was not mature at that time until the early
2000. The realtime physics simulation began to attract people’s atten-
tion when Havok was used for game industries. The realtime defor-
mation simulation method can be classified into two groups: geometric
based and physics based. The geometric based methods apply geomet-
ric constraint to maintain the original shape (such as the shape match-
ing methods [MHTG05a][SOG08], ARAP [BG07], Bounded Biharmonic
Weights [JBPS11] etc). For laparoscopic surgery simulation, geometric
based simulation can provide realtime performance for soft tissue sim-
ulation [QBY+15] but lacks of physical support which limits the range
of physical behaviours. Different from geometric based method, the
physics based methods are dependent on the physics laws. Finite ele-
ment method (FEM) is the most widely used method in computational
science which discretizes deformable objects into finite elements (such
as edge, quad, triangle, tetrahedron etc.) and approximates the analyti-
cal solution of partial differential equations at discrete number of points
over the domain. Mass spring system [GHF+07] [LBOK13] [SLF08] is a
popular representation for deformable objects (especially thin shell such
as cloth) which can be regards as a simplified finite element method.
However, mass spring system cannot well capture the volumetric ef-
fect. Finite element method is physical accurate simulation method
[ITF04][BWHT07] which is based on the continuum mechanics laws.
However, the expensive computational cost makes finite element meth-
ods rarely used in realtime applications in the early 2000. However,
with the development of software and hardware technologies, realtime
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FEM based simulation of hyperelastic material is achievable but not
physically accurate [SB12a][BKCW14][BML+14][WY16].
The physically properties of soft tissues are much more complex than
hyperelastic materials. There are many good surveys on the biome-
chanics soft tissue simulation in both biomechanic engineering areas
[Del98][Li16] and computer graphics research[MLM+05][LGK+12]. In
biomechanic research, approximate the soft tissue behaviour using ex-
isting ideal models is a common approach. Mass spring theory and
hyperelastic models are most widely used models for analysing the soft
tissue physical behaviour. For example, Baier-Saip et al. [BSBSO]
approximate the elasticity of artery by connecting discretized model
nodes using three types of linear springs. Gasser et al. [GOH06] pro-
vides a more accurate hyperelastic model for the modeling of arterial
layer. Li et al. [Li16] analysis and compares the damage models of
soft tissue which highly dependent on hyperelastic models. Natali et al.
[NCP+06] describes a procedure used to define constitutive parameters
for hyperelastic soft tissue constitutive models.
In computer graphics research, mass spring theory and hyperelastic
materials are also widely used models for soft tissue simulation. Mass
spring based soft tissue simulation by organizing the structures of differ-
ent types of springs (tetrahedral spring [MDM+02], anisotropic spring
[BC00], volume preserve spring [AR08] etc. ) is a widely used. Hyper-
elastic model based soft tissue simulation [BWHT][XLCB15][LXB16]
is also an active research topics in computer graphics community es-
pecially in virtual surgery field [CAR+09][QBY+15][TW14]. Realtime
performance is an important research topic in deformation simulation.
For laparscopic surgery simulation, realtime performance is the cor-
ner stone for the simulation system. Mu¨ller et al. [MHTG05b] proposed
meshless shape matching which is a fast geometric based deformation
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simulation method. This method is the prototype of the popular posi-
tion based dynamics. Position based dynamics (PBD) [MHHR07a] was
developed rapidly in the past decade. It has been widely used in games
[MMCK14] and visual effect industries [ATO15][MCK13]. PBD can be
considered as an approximate implicit Euler integration scheme. The
idea of PBD is its direct control of position via constraint projection,
eliminating the overshoot problem in the tradition force based method
and achieving unconditional stability. There are many works on improv-
ing PBD to a more robust and versatile method, such as the improve-
ment on convergence [Mu¨l08][KCM12][Wan15], continuum mechanics
[BKCW14][MCKM14], parallel and unified solver [FP15] [MMCK14],
fluid [MM13], rigid body[MCMJ17][DCB14][MCK13], robust elastic sim-
ulation [CMM16][MC11][MC10][USS14].
However, the simulation result of PBD is dependent on the time
step, iteration count and constraint traversal order. To solve this prob-
lem, a new interpretation of PBD as an approximate solver for implicit
Euler has been proposed in [LBOK13], which presents a local/global
solve based mass spring system. This method has been further general-
ized into the theory of Projective Dynamics [BML+14]. To overcome the
disadvantage that PBD is not totally derived from continuum mechani-
cal theory, Projective Dynamics builds a bridge between the nodal finite
element method and PBD by formulating a convex quadratic energy,
which can be solved using the local/global strategy. Wang et al.[Wan15]
proposed a chebyshev semi-iterative approach to accelerate the conver-
gence rate of Projective Dynamics and PBD. ADMM as a more general
form of Projective Dynamics has been proposed in [NOB16]. Those
methods are based on the global solve of a prefactorized linear system.
When the mesh topology changes each frame, the efficiency of the global
solve methods will be affected significantly.
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According to the above analysis, for realtime laparoscopic surgery
simulation, physically accurate continuum mechanics based soft tissue
simulation is still challenging. PBD is not rigorously derived from im-
plicit integration which means it can not accurate describe the concept
of force. It only provides a visual plausible simulation. The Projective
Dynamics formulate the energy as the quadratic form which can not be
used to simulate the most basic continuum mechanics materials such as
St. Venant Kirchhoff, Neo-Hookean etc. Liu et al. [LBK17] interpreted
the projective dynamics as a quasi-Newton method which can simulate
the mechanics based materials faster than accurate Newton method
but its realtime performance still not that good and also surfer from
the topology change inefficiency problem. Thus the realtime physically
accurate simulation of soft tissue is not achievable yet. So combining
the physical plausible simulation with effective user-control is a way of
remedy for inaccuracy, which has been used in the development of most
surgery simulators. In this thesis, a continuum mechanics based soft
tissue simulation method derived from implicit integration is proposed,
which can provide physically plausible simulation and physically based
intuitive user control.
2.4 Surgical Tool Interaction
In laparoscopic surgery simulation, there are multiple types of tool in-
teractions such as sliding contact[HPPMI10], poke, clip and dissection
etc[BM94]. To reduce the risk to the patient, the contact between soft
tissue and sharp instruments should be minimized purposefully . Tools
used to clip, poke, push and stabilize soft tissue are normally blunt
[Mis13]. Instead of using a scalpel, mechanical energy-based dissection
systems [AFA+16] have been incorporated into modern laparoscopic
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surgery, such as electricity, diathermy, and ultrasound. Before the dis-
section is performed, important blood vessels should be clipped in case
of losing too much blood. In a laparoscopic surgery simulator, those
operations rely on a robust collision detection system.
2.4.1 Surgical Tool Collision Detection and Resolution
Due to the resolution of 3D anatomy model is usually high for good
rendering quality, it poses great challenges to the performance of in-
teraction accuracy, stability and efficiency. A robust collision detection
and response system is of great importance to laparoscopic surgery sim-
ulation. Most of the early work concentrated on the interaction between
rigid bodies where most computation can be completed in the prepro-
cessing stage. The collision handling of deformable objects is much more
complex, as the collision responses should be dynamically fed to the de-
formation computation. This brings greater challenges to the efficiency,
stability and accuracy of the collision detection and resolution algo-
rithm. The realtime performance of collision detection and resolution
with soft body largely relies on the efficiency of localising the potentially
colliding geometry and calculating the polygon intersections.
In current surgery simulators, frequent tool soft tissue sliding con-
tact is avoided because it may cause collision tunneling artifact when not
using accurate but computationally expensive collision detection meth-
ods (see figure 2.215 16). Improving the efficiency of collision detection
while not affecting the accuracy and stability is the goal of a robust col-
lision detection system for laparoscopic surgery simulator. Generally,
the collision detection process can be accelerated from the perspective
of the broad phase and narrow phase.
15https://www.youtube.com/user/surgicalscience/featured
16https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxvlvWkIv9bgmbY0Iz5K6IA
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Figure 2.2: Simulation artifact in current surgery simulators.
For the broad phase optimization, highly efficient spatial data struc-
tures, such as bounding volume hierarchies (BVH), spatial hash, dis-
tance fields and image based method are proposed. A comprehensive
summary of these techniques has been made in [TKH+05]. Among
those methods, BVH and spatial hash are two most used spatial data
structures. For constructing BVH, many types of bounding primitive
can be used such as OBB [GLM96], AABB [BFA02] [BWK03], k-DOP
[KHM+98] [MKE03], Sphere [Hub96] [JP04]. For most BVH based
collision detection method, polygon intersection test in the leaf node
is inevitable. Although fast BVH updating methods are proposed in
[LAM01] [MKE03] [JP04], updating of BVH in each frame is still time
consuming and not easy for parallel computation. For spatial hash
method [THM+03], uniform grid hash is used for identifying poten-
tial pairs and easy for parallel computation [EL07] [PKS10]. Those
structures have ready been well researched. The method proposed in
this thesis focuses on the finest level collision detection and resolution,
which is compatible with the hierarchical spatial data structures and
their acceleration strategies.
Compare to rigid object, the cost of soft body collision detection is
more expensive due to the update of hierarchy spatial data structure
and the test of polygon intersection test in each frame. Although Er-
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icson [Eri04] has efficiently optimized basic primitive(vertex, line, face)
intersection test based on Voronoi regions, polygon intersection based
method remains computationally expensive. Using simplified mesh rep-
resentation is an alternative to handle collision detection and resolution
with a reduced cost. Sphere based structure is the most widely used
simplified representation for collision detection.
As to simplified mesh representation for rigid body collision de-
tection, Hubbard [Hub96] proposed a time critical collision detection
method using tightly fitting sphere hierarchies built from medial-axis
surface. Medial axis has been used frequently in the construction of
sphere tree or sphere packing for rigid body [DO00] [Hub96] [BO02]
[WZ09] [TMC10]. However, as the computation of the above methods
is expensive and mostly occurs in the initial configuration, they are not
suitable for dynamic updating of deformable objects.
As to simplified representation for deformable body collision detec-
tion, Mendoza[MO06] proposed a time-critical collision detection algo-
rithm for deformable objects based on a sphere tree constructed using
an adaptive medial-axis approximation of original mesh. However, it
updated the bounding sphere only using coarse tetrahedral mesh which
is used for FEM simulation. This method can not handle detailed col-
lision because bounding sphere only exists in the coarse mesh level. To
improve its accuracy, Mendoza[MO06] also presented an idea of plac-
ing sphere on all triangle surfaces ensuring full coverage. However, this
sphere representation does not approximate the original surface well so
that it will incur obvious visual artefacts when handling detailed col-
lision detection and resolution. BD-tree(Bounded Deformation Tree)
[JP04] proposed an output sensitive collision detection for reduced de-
formable models. Although BD-Tree provides effective output-sensitive
collision detection that can be much faster than hierarchical updating,
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it will suffer from over conservative bound, computational and memory
overhead.
For collision resolution, it depends on the dynamic simulation sys-
tem used. For soft body simulation, constraint projection based meth-
ods are very popular in recent years [MHHR07b][BML+14]. When per-
forming the constraint projection, normally the constraint sets (such
as length, volume, collision constraints etc.) are not feasible with each
other. Solving one type of constraint is possible to violate the previ-
ously solved constraints. This will cause the oscillation artifact on the
collided surface especially when sliding contact occurs. While, sliding
contact is quite common in laparoscopic surgery simulation. In this the-
sis, a circumsphere based collision detection and resolution method is
proposed which dynamically adapt the location and size of the implicit
circumspheres surface. The method proposed in this thesis can provide
good approximation to the original surface and stable collision response
especially for sliding operation.
2.4.2 Surgical Tool Dissection
Dissection and clipping are also frequently performed operations in la-
paroscopic surgery. To reduce the risk to the patient, the contact be-
tween soft tissue and sharp instruments should be minimized. Unlike
scalpel based cutting, energized dissection will not produce heat and
clean incision which often modeled by geometric cutting methods in
computer graphics research. The dissection of the soft tissue is caused
by the energy at the tip of the tool rather the blade of a scalpel. Differ-
ent from the incision cut by scalpel, the incision dissected by energized
tool will subject to a certain degree of shrink due to the heat. In com-
puter graphics research, the energized tool-based dissection has not been
widely studied yet.
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Wu et al. [WWD15] gives a comprehensive introduction to the re-
cent cutting techniques used in physics based simulation. The cutting
process can be described as finding elements (triangles, tetrahedrons,
hexahedral etc.) that intersected by the cutting surface and then re-
fine the intersected elements to conform to the cutting surface. How
to handle the refinement process for the intersected elements is the key
which will influence the performance of cutting algorithm significantly.
Refine the intersected elements [BMG99] [SHGS06] [BGTG04] or du-
plicate them via virtual node [MBF04] [SDF07] [WJST14] according to
the cutting surface can produce better incisions that conform to the
cutting surface. However, those methods will introduce new elements
and change mesh topology which will heavily influence simulation per-
formance especially the global solve based methods. Directly removing
the intersected elements is the easiest way to incorporate cuts into de-
formable object without introducing new elements [CDA00] but it will
generate jagged surface on the newly exposed area, as can be seen in fig-
ure 2.317 18. However, this method has been widely adopted to realtime
applications due to its simplicity. To reduce the jagged surface artifact,
remedy methods such as vertex snapping [NvdS01] can be applied.
Figure 2.3: Dissection artifact in current surgery simulators.
Most of the researches focus on refinement based geometric cutting
17https://www.youtube.com/user/surgicalscience
18https://www.youtube.com/user/SimbionixUSA
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which will generate neat and regular incisions on the cutting areas. Such
cutting modes are not suitable for the laparoscopic surgery simulation
because the energized dissection tools are not sharp and will not gener-
ate regular incisions like using scalpel etc. There is no need to follow the
refinement based dissection methods. To guarantee the realtime perfor-
mance and stability, some simulators used pre-computed incisions but
it keeps the users from arbitrary cutting which will greatly influence
the user experiences (see figure 2.419). In this thesis, a computation-
ally efficient energized tool based dissection is proposed based on heat
transfer model. The method proposed in this thesis will not introduce
new elements while provide physically based modeling method for the
dissected area.
Figure 2.4: Pre-computed dissection in current simulators.
2.5 Soft Tissue Rendering
For the rendering, most of the techniques used in the development of
simulators are derived from the game and visual effect industries. There
are not so many specially designed rendering techniques yet for realistic
soft tissue rendering. Most of the simulators render the soft tissue us-
19https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxvlvWkIv9bgmbY0Iz5K6IA
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ing simplified rendering pipeline from game industries which may easily
cause unrealistic plastic appearance, as can be seen in figure 2.5 20 21.
Game engines such as Unreal, Unity etc are not suitable for the devel-
opment of laparoscopic surgery simulation yet. Although they provide
powerful rendering techniques and user-friendly material editing tools,
the lack of physically based soft body simulation and haptic device inter-
face make them not suitable for surgery simulator development. There
is a large gap between the realism of soft tissue base appearance for
different simulators, which is mainly dependent on the artistic pipeline
and the artist’s personal strength.
Figure 2.5: Rendering quality between different simulators varied a lot.
In laparoscopic surgery, the scene inside the patient abdomen is
complex because of the presence of various types of soft tissues, blood
vessels and the dynamic glistening of the membrane under the illumina-
tion of the head light. The realism of the simulator is mostly dependent
on the quality of the textures, material models and lighting. In laparo-
scopic surgery, the position of the camera is very close to the surround-
ing anatomies so that it poses high requirement on the quality of the
soft tissue’s close rendering quality. Low quality textures, inappropriate
material and lighting models will all influence the quality of the final
rendering. As can be seen in figure, the quality of soft tissue texture
varied a lot between different simulators and the plastic rendering effect
is common in many simulators.
20https://www.youtube.com/user/SimbionixUSA
21https://www.youtube.com/user/surgicalscience
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Most previous works on the rendering of surgical simulation use
the traditional shading models [ELDY04] or video image based method
[LJD07]. The traditional shading model needs physically plausible
albedo, normal, specular and shininess (gloss) maps. The video im-
age based method combined the image mosaicing and view-dependent
texture-mapping techniques used the images obtained from video. How-
ever, the flexibility of those techniques is limited by the quality of the
image. Due to the development of game industry, physically based
rendering gradually replaced the traditional shading model and widely
used in photo-realistic rendering [Hof10][SL14]. Physically based ren-
dering (PBR) refers to the concept of using realistic shading models
along with measured surface values to accurately represent real-world
materials. PBR has been widely used in game and visual effect indus-
tries but there are not many works on soft tissue rendering in surgery
simulation. A PBR based deferred shading rendering pipeline for soft
tissue has been proposed in [QBY+15] but this model has not reflected
too many properties of soft tissue. Nunes et al.[NMCW17] proposed
BRDF model whose parameters are determined by reference laparo-
scopic video. Similar works have been proposed in [CDS+06][ENC+08]
which approximate the BRDF model based on image for virtual bron-
choscope simulation.
Due to the complex environment in laparoscopic surgery, there are
many tissues of different properties in camera view. Measuring the
BRDF for different tissues are difficult. In fact, the plastic rendering
artifact in figure 2.5 is not totally caused by the incorrect BRDF model.
Soft tissue is a multi-layer object. Using traditional single layer render-
ing techniques can not achieve correct result. In this thesis, a procedural
and physically based multi-layer soft tissue rendering pipeline has been
proposed, which can efficiently generate organic procedural texture for
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soft tissue and provides realistic soft tissue rendering.
36
Chapter 3
Simulation Ready Anatomy
Model Generation
3.1 Introduction
A realistic anatomic model is of great importance to medical applica-
tions such as surgery simulation. In the current market, there are a
lot of 3D human anatomic models which often includes complete set
of human anatomies such as muscles, organs, skeletons and nerve sys-
tem etc. Those models are mostly created by 3D artists who work
under the guidance of medical practitioners or human anatomy struc-
ture books. However, when artists create those models, they focus
more on the visual appearance. To achieve complex shapes and struc-
tures especially for junior artists, they may use irregular primitives to
approximate the shape of the real anatomy structure. Due to the com-
plexity of anatomic structure, self intersections, inter-penetrations are
always inevitable during the modeling process. Although such artifact
will not influence the rendering effect, it makes the anatomic model can
not be directly used in physics simulation.
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In surgery simulation, continuum mechanics based soft body sim-
ulation is widely used. It requires the structure of the 3D anatomic
model to be a solid object. Tetrahedron and hexahedron are common
used discrete forms of solid object. To convert a 3D surface mesh into a
solid model, it requires the surface mesh to be a simulation ready model.
Simulation ready model is defined as a surface mesh which satis-
fies the model requirement for physics simulation and can be directly
used for solid mesh conversion. To convert the surface mesh into solid
mesh, it requires the surface mesh having the properties of watertight,
no self-intersection and no degenerate element. The surface mesh that
has those properties is called simulation ready model. The simulation
ready model can be directly tetrahedralized or hexahedralized to gener-
ate a discretized solid representation of the object which is required in
continuum mechanics based simulation.
For the development of surgery simulator, using existing 3D anatomic
models on the market rather than modeling everything from scratch is
a cost saving choice especially for small companies or research groups
which have inadequate professional digital artists. To convert the ex-
isting anatomic models into a simulation ready model, there are mainly
two challenges during this process. The first is how to generate a simu-
lation ready model which can efficiently get rid of the ill shaped and de-
generate polygons in original model without manual fixing. The second
is how transfer the original mesh’s surface parameterization attribute
to the newly generated simulation ready model (target mesh) without
any distortion. Although the first challenge can be fixed using existing
geometry processing tools (Meshlab etc.) and 3D content creation tools
(Blender, Houdini etc.), manual intervention is needed because the con-
versions require the combination of various geometry algorithms. For
the second challenge, only some digital content creation tools such as
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Maya, Houdini support simple attribute transfer feature. Although sur-
face parameterization attribute can be transferred, it only works well
when the topology of two meshes are similar. If the topology of two
meshes varied too much and UV seams exist, obvious artifact will ap-
pear near UV seams.
Transferring surface properties from original mesh to target mesh is
an important research topic in computer graphics, which includes detail
synthesis [WHRO10], shape analysis[GF08], texture synthesis[LH06]
and surface editing [SCOL+04] etc. In this research, there is no need
to transfer surface attribute between meshes of different shapes. The
shape of the target mesh is similar to the source mesh. The traditional
texture transfer techniques such as parameterization mapping based
method [Ale02] and texture synthesis [LH06] will inevitably cause dis-
tortion. The parameterization mapping based method will preserve
large scale pattern in textures but suffer from local scale distortion.
The texture synthesis method is able to reproduce the small scale de-
tails of the texture but can not well preserve the large scale patterns.
Although those methods may transfer color from source mesh to the
target mesh, the source mesh’s UV parameterization pattern may not
be preserved which will influence the existing pipeline or workflow in
game or visual effect industries. During the texture transfer proce-
dure, obvious texture stretch across the UV seam will occur because
the neighbouring points on the source mesh’s surface may be far away
from each other in the target mesh’s parameterization space (UV space)
which is the main difficulty for this challenge. Although there are many
researches focusing on the solving the artifact caused by the UV seam
[RNLL10][LH06][GP09][SP06], most of them only solve the discontinu-
ity around UV seam on single mesh rather than the texture stretch
problem during attribute transfer between different meshes.
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In this research, an automatic simulation ready model generation
pipeline is introduced which can convert the poor quality anatomic
model into simulation ready model while preserving the original model’s
surface parameterization property during the transfer procedure. The
pipeline can be treated as a blackbox and does not influence traditional
artistic workflow. Also, it will liberate artists from tedious works and
improve the working efficiency quite a lot. The pipeline is composed of
two stages:
 A voxelization and remesh based pipeline which can keep the
shape of original 3D surface model but eliminate the ill shaped
and degenerate polygons (self intersection, inter-penetrations etc.)
without influencing existing artistic pipeline.
 A surface mesh parameterization transfer algorithm which can
transfer the original surface parameterization (UV mapping) to
the simulation ready model without distortion in the parameteri-
zation space.
3.2 Voxelization Based Mesh Optimization
The common way of constructing the volume representation is to con-
vert the explicit geometry representation into a signed distance function
φ(x). The signed distance function computes the minimum distance
from a given point x to the boundary (φ(x) = 0) on the mesh, with a
positive value sign outside the domain and negative value sign inside
the domain. The signed distance function can be obtained through the
propagation in the form of :∂φ(x)∂t = −v∇φ(x), which means propagate
a surface φ(x) with the speed v in the direction of ∇φ(x) [ZOF01].
For the input non-manifold geometries with self-intersections and
degenerate element, they are firstly converted from the explicit poly-
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Figure 3.1: Voxelization and remesh based simulation ready model gen-
eration pipeline.
gon presentation into a signed distance function φ(x) (level set) using
scan conversion [CCI08][HNB+06]. The distance field is everywhere in
the space. The gradient of the signed distance function can provide
geometric information. For example, on the geometry surface, ∇φ(x)
represents the normal to the surface. The resolution to sample the SDF
will determine how well the volumetric data represent the shape of the
input polygon geometry. In the center of each voxel data, a distance
field sampled value is stored.
After building the signed distance function for input geometries (see
SDF result in Figure 3.1), the SDF can easily get rid of self-intersections
and degenerate elements of the input geometries (called source mesh)
using the simple and fast topology operations between distance fields
such as the union, difference and intersection (see Figure 3.2).
After the topology modification, the volumetric representation of the
desired object’s shape is obtained. Then the volumetric data needs to
be converted back into the polygon mesh, which is a process of surfacing
the volumetric data along the specified iso value. However, there are
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of SDF operations: union, difference and inter-
section.
two challenges for the output isosurface.
 The quality of the isosurface is dependent on the resolution of the
voxel size.
 The new mesh will lost the texture coordinate information (UV
coordinate) in the original mesh.
In order to maintain the source mesh’s shapes and details of the
input polygon geometries, small voxel size is often used, which means
the polygon number of the extracted isosurface normally will have high
density polygons (see the isosurface in Figure 3.1). Here the remesh
technique is applied to reduce the polygon count while preserve isosur-
face’s shape. This remeshed model can be used as a simulation ready
model, which is called as the target mesh.
However, the generation of the target mesh will result in the use-
less of the source mesh’s parameterization information. Unwrapping
the target mesh and create new texture parameterization for it is quite
inefficient which is no easier than fixing mesh degeneracies piecewise.
In the following part, a surface attribute transfer method will be intro-
duced which can transfer the source mesh’s surface parameterization
information to the target mesh.
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3.3 Parameterization Transfer
3.3.1 Basic Notion
Figure 3.3: Basic Notion of Geometry
Before introducing the method, some basic geometric notions are
firstly introduced. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, point is simply a
point in world space as defined by a 3D coordinate. Vertex is an in-
teger reference to the point. Primitive consists of a group of vertices
that indicate the basic element of the mesh. The point can be shared
among primitives but the vertices are unique in each primitive which
means a point can be referenced by several different vertices in different
primitives. In each primitive, each vertex has its own texture coordinate
(UV coordinate). The original input mesh is defined as the source mesh
and the remeshed isosurface generated from the voxelization step is de-
fined as target mesh. The projection of the target mesh onto the source
mesh’s surface is defined as the intermediate mesh which is used to
transfer attribute from source mesh to the target mesh. For each ver-
tex on the intermediate mesh, it lays inside a primitive on the source
mesh. This corresponding primitive on the source mesh is defined as
the host primitive for intermediate mesh’s vertex.
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3.3.2 Method Overview
To transfer the surface parametrization (UV mapping) information from
the source mesh to the target mesh, it is natural to transfer the surface
attribute from the source model to the closest location on the target
mesh. However, this method will also transfer the UV seam from the
source mesh to the target mesh, which will result in the UV space stretch
for the polygons that cross the UV seam on the target mesh. The idea
is projecting the target mesh onto the source mesh and dissecting the
target mesh based on how the intermediate mesh is dissected by the
UV seam’s corresponding edges ( defined as UV seam edges) on source
mesh, which can completely eliminate the UV space stretch artifact.
Then use the newly generated dissected edge as the hard edges and
feed the dissected target mesh into a remesher to generate the final
good quality simulation ready model, which can completely inherit the
surface parameterization of the source mesh without distortion.
3.3.3 UV Island Based Surface Parameterization Trans-
fer
When performing the surface transfer operation, identify the location
where the surface attribute is transferred from is important. Due to
the shape of the target mesh is conform to that of the source mesh, it
is natural to transfer the surface attribute from the source mesh to its
closest location on the target mesh. The transfer process is performed
by iterating the source mesh’s vertices and piece-wisely transferring at-
tribute to each vertex on the target mesh. For the i-th vertex on the
target mesh, its corresponding point xi is projected to the source mesh’s
surface (projection position xpi ). x
p
i is used as the intermediate for the
transfer which means surface parameterization attribute is firstly trans-
ferred from source mesh to intermediate xpi and then this attribute is
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copied to its corresponding vertex on the target mesh. The transfer op-
eration is based on barycentric coordinate. For each xpi , a barycentric
coordinate wi can be computed from the host primitive it is projected
onto, wi ∈ Rk where k is the number of vertices in this primitive (mostly
k = 3 or 4). If k is larger than 4, the source mesh can be triangulated or
quadrangulated to meet this standard. Then xpi ’s surface parameteriza-
tion attribute (uvi ∈ R2) is computed by barycentrically interpolating
the corresponding vertices’ parameterization attribute on source mesh.
Then assign uvi to the corresponding i-th vertex on the target mesh.
Figure 3.4: The UV space stretch artifact.
However, this method will generate artifact. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.4 (case 1, World Space), the intermediate mesh’s primitive may
cross the source mesh’s UV seam in the world space. If the UV seam
separate the source mesh into several isolated UV islands, then the prim-
itive that cross this UV seam will be stretched in the UV space, as can
be seen in Figure 3.4 (case 1, UV space). This problem is caused by the
fact that the intermediate mesh’s vertices in the same primitive belong
to different UV islands, which means the neighbouring points on the
intermediate mesh surface are far from each other in the parameteriza-
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tion space (UV space). When performing the barycentric interpolation
for those cross UV seam primitives, their vertices will be interpolated
to different UV islands.
To solve this crossing UV island stretch artifact, ensuring each inter-
mediate mesh’s primitive is barycentrically interpolated into the same
UV island will effectively alleviate this artifact. Before performing the
barycentric based attribute transfer, which UV island each primitive
should be interpolated into is needed to be identified. For the inter-
mediate mesh, the UV island (κj) is firstly labeled for each vertex by
assigning the host primitive’s UV island ID to it. For the labeling of
the primitives that cross the UV seam, the area portion split by the
UV seam is computed and the largest portion’s vertex UV island ID is
assigned to all the vertices in this primitive, as can be seen in Figure
3.4(case 2). Although this method may work for some models and ar-
tifact may not be obvious, it still generates zigzag UV pattern near the
UV seam. However, if the UV seams do not split the mesh completely
into two separate UV islands which means the area crossing the UV
seam share the same UV island ID. The above method will still gen-
erate the UV space stretch artifact near UV seams, as can be seen in
Figure 3.4 (case 3).
In general, when transferring UV attribute, artifact can not be
avoided if the intermediate mesh’s primitives cross the UV seam of the
source mesh. To completely eliminate the UV space stretch artifact,
there should not be any intermediate primitives cross the source mesh’s
UV seam. To achieve this, the intermediate mesh’s primitives that cross
the UV seams must be split or adjusted to align with the UV seam.
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3.3.4 UV Seam Cutting Based Parametrization Transfer
To split the primitives on the intermediate mesh that cross the source
mesh’s UV seam, intersection is tested between the primitives and the
corresponding edges of the UV seam. If the intermediate primitive
intersects with the UV seam edges, corresponding primitive on the
target mesh will be dissected into refined primitives according to how
the intermediate primitive is dissected by the UV seam edges. This pro-
cess is called as UV seam based cutting transfer. When performing the
UV seam dissection, the idea proposed in [SHGS06] is used which com-
bines the vertex snapping with the element refinement to avoid small
or ill shaped primitives. For the intermediate mesh’s primitive which
cross the UV seam, the polygon area is measured on both side of the
UV seam. If the polygon area ratio is too large or too small, the vertex
will be snapped onto the seam instead of being split.
Figure 3.5: UV seam based primitive cutting transfer.
After this operation, there will be no primitives crossing the UV
seam. And then the above UV island based surface parameterization
transfer operation is performed (see section 3.3.3), there will be no
artifact near the seam between two different UV islands, see Figure 3.5
(a). For the seam that splits the same UV island, when computing the
barycentric coordinates for the newly generated vertices that lay on the
UV seam, the rule that the vertices in the same primitive (on the target
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mesh) should use the same host primitive (on source mesh) to compute
the barycentric coordinate and transfer attribute is used, can be seen
in Figure 3.5 (b). If not use this rule, the vertices in the same primitive
will receive attribute from two different primitives on the source mesh,
resulting in UV space stretch again.
Then the remesh technique [Per06] is applied to optimize the shape
of polygon by using the edge that lay on the UV seam as hard edge.
The hard edge may be subdivided by remesher according to the user-
specified edge length for remesher, but the hard edge shape will be pre-
served which can avoid the UV space stretch. Till now the 3D anatomy
models with self-intersections and degenerate elements can be converted
into a simulation ready model using this pipeline while preserving the
original mesh’s surface parameterization. The whole procedure of the
cutting based surface parameterization transfer has been summarized
in algorithm 1.
3.4 Experiment and Results
3.4.1 Voxelization
The anatomy model used is a human kidney which includes many parts
such as renal pelvis, adrenal gland, pyramid, artery and vein. The qual-
ity of this kidney anatomy model is fair for rendering. However, it does
not meet the requirement of physics simulation because it includes the
irregular and ill shaped polygons, self-intersection and not watertight
mesh etc., see Figure 3.6.
The voxelization can be performed separately on each part of the
source mesh or the whole mesh according to the requirement of simu-
lation. Due to the fact that each part of the model may have different
resolutions, perform voxelization on the whole mesh may cause the loss
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Algorithm 1 Cutting Based Surface Parametrization Transfer
1: Definition: target mesh (T), source mesh (S), barycentric coordi-
nate (w), uv coordinate (uv).
2: procedure UVTransfer((T, S))
3: Project T onto S to get intermediate mesh I
4: for all primitive pii ∈ I do
5: if pii intersect with UV seam then
6: Split pii into pi
k
i (k = 1, 2)
7: if piki (k = 1, 2) is ill shaped then
8: Perform vertex snapping
9: for all vertices xj ∈ piki (k = 1, 2) do
10: Compute wj for xj
11: Interpolate uvj based on wj
12: Transfer uvj back to corresponding primitive on T
13: for all edge em ∈ piki (k = 1, 2) do
14: if em coincides with uv seam then
15: Mark em as hard edge
16: Feed T and all em into remesher
17: Return simulation ready model T
of detailed geometric features and change the source mesh’s geometry
group information which will influence the art pipeline. Perform vox-
elization on each part of the source mesh will capture the detail feature
and make each part of the model simulation ready. For the purpose of
better illustration, the experiment is only performed on one part of the
mesh (renal pelvis). For other part of the mesh, the same operation
can be performed. In Figure 3.7, high resolution voxel can capture the
detail of mesh well which can be seen from the SDF and corresponding
isosurface. The quality of the isosurface will directly influence the final
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the artifacts in the experiment model.
result of the remesher. When sending isosurface to remesher [Per06],
the edge length of remesher can be fixed or adaptive. For the adaptive
remesh, the quality of the result is controlled by the gradation [Per06]
which means the rate that edge lengths are allowed to change from one
primitive to another. The more accurate the isosurface is, the better
the remeshed model will approximate the source model. It can be seen
from Figure 3.7 that both fixed and adaptive edge length can well cap-
ture the shape of the source mesh even choose large edge length for
remesher. Although the shape of the remeshed model is not completely
the same as the source mesh, such small variance can satisfy the need of
most virtual surgery simulator for training purpose. The subtle shape
different can be solved using a rendering technique like displacement
mapping. It will compute the displacement from the target mesh to
the source mesh along the local surface normal. When rendering, the
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Figure 3.7: voxelization based mesh optimization pipeline and remeshed
results. In the remeshed result, the shape of source mesh (translucent
purple layer) and remeshed model (solid pink layer)
is compared.
target mesh will be displaced to the shape of source mesh.
3.4.2 Surface Attribute Transfer
It can be seen from Figure 3.8 (b) that transferring the UV parame-
terization without using the UV island information will generate the
UV space stretch and obvious object space artifact. By taking into
consideration the UV island information (Figure 3.8 (c)), the UV space
stretch artifact can be alleviated but the zigzag artifact near the UV
seam and stretch artifact still exist on the same UV island. In Figure
3.8 (d), it can be seen that the proposed method can well eliminate the
UV space stretch. Also, the proposed method can preserve the original
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mesh’s UV density without any detail loss and distortion, as can be
seen in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.8: Surface attribute transfer results.
Figure 3.9: UV shading and polygon quality comparison.
In Figure 3.10, when applying the proposed method on each part of
the kidney model, a simulation ready model can be generated, which has
good quality polygon discretization and completely inherit the source
model’s surface parameterization. Figure 3.10 also show the result of
simulating the target mesh using finite element method [SB12a].
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Figure 3.10: Applying the proposed method on each part of the kidney
model and the simulation result.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a simulation ready model generation pipeline is pro-
posed which can automatically convert poor quality 3D anatomical
models into simulation ready state while preserving the original model’s
surface parameterization attribute. This pipeline includes two stages.
The first stage is a voxelization and remesh based simulation ready
model generation pipeline which can keep the shape of original 3D sur-
face model while eliminate the ill shaped and degenerate polygons (self
intersection, inter-penetrations etc.) without influencing existing artis-
tic pipeline. The second stage is a surface mesh parameterization trans-
fer algorithm which can transfer the original surface parameterization
(UV mapping) to the simulation ready model without distortion in the
parameterization space.
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Chapter 4
Realtime Soft Tissue
Simulation
4.1 Introduction
Soft tissue simulation, as the core of laparoscopic surgery simulator,
has been an active research topic in computer graphics and continuum
mechanics for decades. Due to the realtime performance requirement of
surgery simulator, the top priority of choosing simulation method is the
realtime performance for the consideration of fluent user experiences.
This limits the use of physically accurate but computationally expensive
simulation methods which can provide high fidelity simulation result.
The common strategy used in most simulator is to compromise simula-
tion accuracy to efficiency but find a acceptable balance point which the
user can accept the simulation result while keeping the realtime perfor-
mance of the system. The compromise on accuracy makes the tuning
of soft tissue’s physical behaviour is very important because achieving
the user desired simulation effect is the goal of surgery simulation.
There are many successful realtime physics simulation engines (such
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as Havok, PhysX, Bullet, FLEX etc.) on the market for game and
visual effect industries. Although there are some cases of develop-
ing surgery simulator based on those engines [MHL+09] [MWW07]
, they do not well supported soft body dynamics such as FEM based
soft body simulation which limit their potential in physically accu-
rate high fidelity simulation. The soft body simulation in existing
physics engine are mainly based on the simulation framework of po-
sition based dynamics which is an iterative based constraint solving
system [MHHR07a][MMCK14][BML+14]. The type of constrain will
determine the physical behaviour of the objects. The spring based
constrains[KCM12] [MCMJ17] (such as distance, bending, shear etc.)
and shape based constraint (such as shape matching, volume preser-
vation) [MHTG05b][CMM16][MC11] are the main constraint types in
those engines for simulating elastic behaviour. Compared to continuum
mechanics based materials, those simulation engines only have very few
material models which limited the types of soft tissue behaviour that
can be tuned. The users have to feedback their desired result to manu-
factures and wait for system update. Compares to game engines, SOFA
1 is targeted at realtime simulation with an emphasis on continuum
mechanics based soft body simulation. However, it only provides a
few constitutive models but does not have an intuitive material tuning
strategy and a mechanism for simulating complex physical behaviour
such as heterogeneous property of soft tissue which is common in real
surgery.
In this chapter, a multi-layer based soft tissue simulation pipeline
is proposed. Different from other simulators which control soft tissue
behaviour using certain types of material constitutive, the physical be-
haviour of the soft tissue in this research is controlled by a more general
1Software Open Framework Architecture, https://www.sofa-framework.org/.
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and polynomial based material which can represent various widely used
hyperelastic materials. Based on this material model, a heterogeneous
soft tissue simulation strategy has been proposed to simulate complex
physical behaviour of soft tissue. The contributions can be summarized
as:
 A multi-layer soft tissue modeling method has been proposed
which generalizes the soft tissue into fascia, fatty and embed-
ded tissues and provide geometric based connection strategy for
different types of tissues.
 A Valanis-Landel hypothesis based soft tissue simulation frame-
work has been proposed. It enables the user to simulate various
types of soft tissue behaviours using one uniform polynomial based
material representation and tuning the physical behaviour via an
intuitive control system based on curve editing.
 A heterogeneous soft tissue generation strategy is proposed. It
can produce heterogeneous stiffness distribution on soft tissue via
a skeleton based painting system.
4.2 Multi-Layer Soft Tissue Modeling
Soft tissues play the role of connecting, supporting and wrapping other
structures and organs of the body as can be seen in Figure 4.1. It
normally includes tendons, ligaments, fascia, skin, fibrous tissues, fat,
membranes (connective tissue), muscles, nerves and blood vessels (non-
connective tissue) etc.[Mar07]. In laparoscopic surgery, the fascia, mem-
brane and fat will be dissected to set a clear path to the cancer part.
During the dissection process, some important nerves, blood vessels,
ligaments, glands must be avoided, which normally lay beneath the
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Figure 4.1: Multi-layer soft tissue structure.
membrane or embed inside the fatty tissue. According to these facts,
the soft tissue is generalized into three groups in this research for sim-
ulation: fascia, fatty tissue and embedded tissue.
For the fascia, it refers to a band of connective tissues beneath the
skin that attach, stabilize, enclose, and separate muscles and other in-
ternal organs, such as ligaments, aponeuroses, and tendons. The fascia
is mainly composed of fibrous connective tissue which encloses packed
bundles of collagen fibers parallel to the direction of pull. The elastin
in the fascia confers stiffness to it and store most of the energy. Due to
the inextensibility of the collagen fibers, the tension caused by the taut
fascia will grow when the collagen is gradually pulled and stretched in
one direction. The fascia mainly can be categorized into three types:
superficial fascia, deep fascia and visceral fascia. The superficial fascia
can be found in the subcutis in many parts of the body. Deep fascia is
the dense fibrous connective tissue that interpenetrates and surrounds
the muscles, bones, nerves and blood vessels of the body [MH07]. Vis-
ceral fascia is responsible for the suspension of organs and wraps them
in layers of connective tissue membranes.
For the fatty tissue, it mainly includes water, carbohydrate and pro-
tein which makes it like a hyperelastic object combined with damping
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resistance. When the stretch of fatty soft tissue exceed certain limit, it
will not recover to its initial shape.
For the embedded tissue, it can be nerves, blood vessels and glands
that travel through the connective tissues or fat. Those embedded tissue
can provide an avenue for communication and transport among other
tissues.
For the modeling of fascia, triangular mesh is used to represent its
structure which is normally a thin film with lubricating fluid on the
surface. For the fatty tissue which is wrapped up by the connective
tissues, it is solid object and its volumetric behaviour is needed to be
captured during simulation. Thus, the tetrahedral mesh is utilized as
the discretization form to represent the fatty tissue. For the embedded
tissue, tetrahedral mesh is also used to represent its tubiform shape.
The multi-layer soft tissue structure will cause a problem when per-
forming tetrahedralization to the mesh because the boundary of the
embedded tissue is inside the boundary of the fatty tissue. When per-
forming the tetrahedralization, it needs to be conformal to the boundary
of both tissue. However, this often incur high amounts of tetrahedral
elements if the embedded tissue has high resolution mesh. To solve this
problem, the idea of sharing tetrahedron between different types of tis-
sues is used. The fatty tissue and embedded tissue are tetrahedralized
separately. Some of the fatty tissue’s tetrahedrons will be occupied by
the embedded tissue. When simulating the embedded tissue, those oc-
cupied tetrahedrons are treated as cages just like the free-form deforma-
tion [MRT+10]. The simulation result of each tetrahedron is weighted
by the contribution of different tissues that share this tetrahedron, as
can be seen in Figure 4.2.
For the fascia that connect and support other tissue, a connection
strategy between different surface meshes is needed. Due to the fascia
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Figure 4.2: The idea of sharing tetrahedron between different types of
tissue.
and boundary of fatty tissue are triangular mesh, a barycentric based
mapping method is proposed to connect them. Firstly, each point xi
on the fascia’s mesh is projected onto the boundary of fatty tissue (the
projected position xpi ). Assuming x
p
i belongs to a triangle t with posi-
tion Xtj ∈ R3 at vertex j = 1, 2, 3. A barycentric coordinate wi ∈ R3
between xpi and (X
t
1,X
t
2,X
t
3) can be computed.
wi = A
−1xi (4.1)
Where A = (Xt1,X
t
2,X
t
3). When the fascia moves, the displacement
of xi can be barycentrically distributed to the points of its corresponding
triangle (Xt1,X
t
2,X
t
3) and vice versa. The simulation of those tissues
are based on continuum mechanics which treats the soft tissues are solid
object. More details can be found in the following section.
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4.3 Physics Based Soft Tissue Property Mod-
eling
4.3.1 Hyperelastic Based Soft Tissue Modeling
It is axiomatic in mechanics that the response of a material to ap-
plied loads depends upon its internal constitution, that is, the distri-
butions, orientations and interconnections of its microstructural com-
ponents [Hum03]. Similar to continuum mechanics, soft tissue respects
the basic postulates of mechanics (such as energy, momentum, conser-
vation laws), and the basics concepts such as stress strain also apply.
The physical property of soft tissue is different from traditional engi-
neering materials such as metal, concrete etc. Most soft tissue exhibit
nonlinear, anisotropic, heterogeneous characteristic that varied from
point to point, time to time and individual to individual. Those phys-
ical behaviours are similar to the behaviours exhibited by elastomers.
Many advances in soft tissue mechanics come from advances in rubber
elasticity.
Hyperelasticity is a constitutive model which is used to describe the
relation of ideally rubber-like elastic material. The hyperelastic material
models the stress and strain relationship using strain energy function.
The stress in a hyperelastic material is independent of the path or his-
tory of deformation. The relationship of stress and strain can be defined
as isotropic, anisotropic, orthotropic and incompressible. In the biome-
chanics, the material identification of soft tissue is often made under the
assumption that the tissue is hyperelastic material [WWM79][Hum98].
In computer graphic research, biological tissues are also often modeled
via the hyperelastic idealization [SB12b]. In this thesis, the hyperelastic
material is chosen to model the physical property of soft tissues.
For hyperelastic material, the relationship of stress and strain can
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be defined as isotropic, anisotropic, orthotropic and incompressible. St.
Venant-Kirchhoff, Neo-Hookean, Mooney–Rivlin, Corotated linear etc.
are typical hyperelastic materials. The isotropic material shows equal
resistance to deformation along all possible directions. Rotational in-
variant is an important property of isotropic material. For anisotropic
material, it demonstrates different properties in different directions.
The orthotropic material is a subset of anisotropic material.
To mathematically describe a soft body, the soft body object is
put into a 3D coordinate system. The space occupied by the object is
donated as Ω. This domain will be referred to as the reference configu-
ration. X ∈ R3 is used to represent the individual material point in the
rest state of the soft object. When the object undergoes deformation, X
is displaced into a new state x, deformed configuration. A deformation
function φ : R3 → R3 maps the elastic object in rest configuration to
deformed configuration can be defined as x = φ(X). To better describe
the deformation, a physical quantity called deformation gradient F can
be derived from the deformation mapping function φ(X):
F =
∂x
∂X
(4.2)
Deformation is a procedure of potential energy accumulation. This
accumulated energy, referred to as strain energy, is a function of the
deformation mapping function E(φ(X)) ∈ R. To measure the strain
energy per unit volume according to unit undeformed volume, an energy
density function is defined as Ψ(φ(X)). The deformation energy inside
a deformed object can be calculated as:
E(X) =
∫
Ω
Ψ(φ(X))dX (4.3)
The elastic force for a material point x can be calculated as the negative
gradient of elastic energy.
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For a hyperelastic material, the energy density function Ψ is in-
tegrated over the entire domain Ω of the elastic body which can be
discretized into elements such as tetrahedron, hexahedron etc. Due to
the mesh used in research are triangular, tetrahedron based discretiza-
tion is used in this thesis which is a relative simple element with non-
planar surfaces and has been widely used in computer graphics research
[ITF04][BWHT07][SB12a]. So the energy can be expressed as the func-
tion of the discretized degree of freedom. For a tetrahedron element,
the discrete deformation mapping for its four nodes can be expressed
as a piece linear function (see Figure 4.3):
xi = FXi + b, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (4.4)
Where Xi and xi are the rest and deformed state position respectively,
Figure 4.3: Demonstration of tetrahedralized model and deformation
mapping on tetrahedron element.
F ∈ R3×3 is the deformation gradient and b ∈ R3 is the element
translation. It can be also reformulated as:
(x1 − x4|x2 − x4|x3 − x4) = F (X1 −X4|X2 −X4|X3 −X4) (4.5)
By donating (x1−x4|x2−x4|x3−x4) as Ds and (X1−X4|X2−X4|X3−
X4) as Dm, the deformation gradient can be calculated as:
F = DsD
−1
m (4.6)
The strain energy E for a tetrahedron element T is determined by
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the energy density function Ψ which will determine the physical prop-
erty of object:
E =
∫
T
Ψ(ψ)dX = Ψ(ψ)
∫
T
dX = W ·Ψ(ψ) (4.7)
Where W is the volume of T . The force applied on the vertex xi is
computed as the negative gradient of the energy:
∇xiE = W
∂E
∂F
∂F
∂xi
= WP(F)
∂F
∂xi
(4.8)
where i = 1, 2, 3, P(F) is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor which is
dependent on the constitutive model. x
(j)
i is donated as the jth element
of xi. Then the derivative of F with respective to x
(j)
i can be computed
as:
∂F
∂x
(j)
i
= eje
T
i D
−1
m (4.9)
Where ei ∈ R3 is a selection vector. The ith element of ei is 1 while
other elements is zero. For example, e1 = (1, 0, 0)
T . ∇
x
(j)
i
E can be
computed as:
∇
x
(j)
i
E = P(F) : eje
T
i D
−1
m = tr(e
T
j P(F)D
−T
m ei) = e
T
j P(F)D
−T
m ei
(4.10)
∇
x
(j)
i
E equals to the element of P(F)D−Tm ∈ R3×3 which locates at
the ith row and jth column. So the force on the tetrahedral element
node can be expressed as:
f = [f1, f2, f3] = −WP(F)D−Tm , f4 = −f1 − f2 − f3 (4.11)
The gradient of the elastic force is called the tangent space stiffness
matrix, which needs to be computed in numerical solution (interpreted
as the Hessian of energy). It can be computed as:
∂f
∂x
=
∂f
∂F
∂F
∂x
= W (
∂P(F)
∂F
D−Tm )
∂F
∂x
(4.12)
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∂F
∂x can be computed based on equation 4.9. For the computation of
∂P(F)/∂F, it can be derived as:
∂P(F)
∂Fij
=
∂U
∂Fij
P(Fˆ)VT + U
∂P(Fˆ)
∂Fij
VT + UP(F)
∂VT
∂Fij
(4.13)
where P(F ) = UP(Fˆ)VT because P(F) is rotational invariant for
isotropic constitutive model. In the above equation, ∂U∂Fij ,
∂VT
∂Fij
and
∂P(Fˆ)
∂Fij
are needed to be computed. Those variables can be derived from
the differentiation of deformation gradient F’s SVD (F = UFˆVT).
UT
∂F
∂Fij
V = (UT
∂U
∂Fij
)Fˆ +
∂Fˆ
∂Fij
+ Fˆ
∂VT
∂Fij
V (4.14)
Due to (UT ∂U∂Fij ) and
∂VT
∂Fij
V are antisymmetric matrix which means
the diagonal elements are zeros. So the ∂Fˆ∂Fij equals to the diagonal
elements of UT ∂F∂Fij V.
∂U
∂Fij
and ∂V
T
∂Fij
can also be solved from a 2 × 2
symmetric matrix.
Now the computation methods for all the necessary variables (∇E,∇f)
for computing the physical behaviour of isotropic material have been
listed. There are many widely used isotropic materials which has been
summarized in Figure 4.1.
For the simple model, it is not rotationally invariant which means
it will treat rotation as deformation (when F = R,
1
2
k‖F− I‖2F is non-
zero). For the linear elasticity model (also called small strain model),
ε just provides a linear approximation of Green Strain which is not
completely rotational invariant and only acceptable under small scale
rotation. For the St. Venant-Kirchhoff model, it is rotational invariant
but not reflection invariant because FTF = UΣ2VT (Σ2 will eliminate
the negative value in Σ, U and V are rotation matrices by performing
SVD to F). When element is inverted during simulation, the energy
will remain the same which will cause inversion artifact. For the co-
rotated linear elasticity, it is both rotational invariant and reflection
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Constitutive Model
Model Strain Measure-
ment (ε)
Energy Density First Piolar Kirch-
hoff Stress Tensor
Simple Model F − I 1
2
k‖F − I‖2F K(F − I)
Linear Elasticity
1
2
(F + FT )− I µ‖ε‖2F + λ2 tr
2(ε) 2µε+ λtr(ε)I
St. Venant-
Kirchhoff model
1
2
(FTF − I) µ‖ε‖2F + λ2 tr
2(ε) F [2µE + λtr(E)I]
Cororated Linear
Elasiticity
Σ− I (F = UΣV T ) µ‖ε‖2F +
(2/λ)tr2(Σ− I)
2µ(F − R) +
λtr(RTF − I)R
Neohookean
elasticity
I1 = tr(F
TF ), I3 =
|F |2, J = |F |
µ
2
(I1−log(I3)−3)+
λ
8
log2(I3)
µ(F − µF−T ) +
λlog(J)F−T
Table 4.1: The summary of the most used constitutive models.
invariant. However, it needs to perform polar decomposition for the
deformation gradient when computing the strain and the energy. For
the Neohookean elasticity, polar decomposition of deformation gradient
is still needed. When element is heavily compressed, the energy will
increase dramatically to penalize such compression and react strongly
to it. This will result in numerical issue during simulation.
4.3.2 General Material Modeling
To meet the requirement of realtime simulation, compromise on accu-
racy has to be made. For laparoscopic surgery simulation, physically
accurate soft tissue simulation is not top priority compare to the re-
altime performance requirement. Instead of being physically accurate,
physically plausible simulation is more appealing to realtime applica-
tion. The physically plausible simulation means the result of simula-
tion is not converged but have the tendency of convergence when given
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enough computation iteration. Due to the fact that physically plausi-
ble simulation result is not physically accurate, the procedure of system
tuning is used as a necessary supplementary to achieve user desired ef-
fect. However, tuning the physical behaviour based on the continuum
mechanic equations is not an intuitive way especially for users from
medical field.
In laparoscopic surgery simulation, an intuitive physically based user
control is very important. The soft tissue’s physical behaviour is deter-
mined by the strain-stress relation which are often described by curves
when performing the material property identification experiment[Fun13].
Working directly on the energy density function Ψ is cumbersome and
not intuitive. Valanis-Landel hypothesis separates the strain energy
function into separate functions of principle stretch [BCCB06]. This
offers the possibility of linking curve based editing technique to the
editing of energy function in each direction of principle stretch. The
curve based editing technique is widely used in computer animation in-
dustry which can provide animators and artists with intuitive control
to achieve desire effect. Valanis-Landel hypothesis is defined as:
Ψ(λ1, λ2, λ3) =
i=3∑
i=1
f(λi) + g(λ1λ2) + g(λ2λ3) + g(λ3λ4) + h(λ1λ2λ3)
(4.15)
where f, g, h are scalar energy functions for length (uniaxial), area(biaxial),
and volume (triaxial strain) respectively. λ1, λ2, λ3 represent the prin-
ciple stretch which is the diagonal elements of Fˆ (F = UFˆVT ). The
widely used St.Venant-Kirchhoff, Neo-Hookean, corotated linear mate-
rial can all be expressed using the Valanis-Landel hypothesis.
For isotropic material, the density function Ψ is invariant to any
permutation of the principle stretch and the Piolar-Kirchhoff is invariant
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under rotations of material space:
P(F) = P(UFˆVT ) = UP(Fˆ)VT (4.16)
where P(Fˆ) can be computed as:
P(Fˆ) =

∂Ψ
∂λ1
0 0
0 ∂Ψ∂λ2 0
0 0 ∂Ψ∂λ3
 (4.17)
4.3.3 Curve Based Material Editing
The stress and strain relationship is normally reflected by curves in
material identification process. For example, the stress and strain rela-
tionship of connective tissue usually demonstrates a multi-phase feature.
As can be seen in Figure 4.42, the curve can be divided into toe region,
linear region and failure region. The toe region is within the elastic
range of the tissue. The temporary straightening of collagen fibers will
restore to its rest configuration. In the linear region, it is still within
the physiologic limit but the collagen fibres are permanently length-
ened through internal microfailure. In the failure region, irreversible
lengthening and failure of ligament or tendon occurs.
Curve based stress and strain editing can provide more intuitive way
of designing soft tissue physical property. However, there is a problem
when editing the separate function curves of main stretch. As can be
seen in equation 4.15, the energy density should equals to zero in the
rest configuration:
Ψ(1, 1, 1) =
i=3∑
i=1
f(1) + 3g(1) + h(1) = 0 (4.18)
Here take editing f ′(λ) for example. When the spline of f ′(λ) is
edited, the form of f(λ) will change and Ψ(1, 1, 1) will not equal to
2This Figure is excerpted from [Ham07] .
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Figure 4.4: Strain and stress curve for connective tissue.
zero in the rest configuration, which will easily crash the simulation
due to the accumulation of energy in the rest state. The same is true
to g and h term. Non-zero Ψ(1, 1, 1) will still cause problem for global
solved based method (such as Newton Method) when performing the
line search. So simple editing of the spline of separate main stretch
function will not work. However, although Ψ(1, 1, 1) is non-zero, it is
still the local minimum by keeping Ψ′(1, 1, 1) = 0. When Ψ′(1, 1, 1) is
a strictly monotonically increasing function, then Ψ(1, 1, 1) will be the
global minimum, see Figure 4.5.
Based on this fact, f ′(1), g′(1), h′(1) are kept unchanged during the
spline editing, which will keep Ψ′(1, 1, 1) = 0 unchanged. Ψ′(1, 1, 1) = 0
does not mean f ′(1), g′(1), h′(1) has to be zero. Due to the fact that
the increasing of the stress goes with the increasing of the strain (no
plastic deformation happens), so f ′(λ), g′(λ), h′(λ) should be a strictly
increasing function. Let’s assume Ψ(1, 1, 1) = c after editing sepa-
rate function curves. To keep Ψ(1, 1, 1) = 0, Ψ(1, 1, 1) can be set as
Ψ(1, 1, 1) = Ψ(1, 1, 1) − c (see Figure 4.5, the third column). As to
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of spline editing method. The energy function
is simplified into Ψ(λ) form for easy demonstration. The first column is
the original form of the function. The second column show that editing
Ψ(λ)′ will influence global minimum value of Ψ(λ). The third column
keep Ψ′(1) = 0 when editing the curve to keep the global minimum
value still at the rest position for Ψ(λ).
edited separate functions f(1) = c1, g(1) = c2, h(1) = c3, they can be
updated as f(1) = f(1)− c1, g(1) = g(1)− c2, h(1) = h(1)− c3 to keep
the energy in the main stretch direction zero at rest configuration.
When designing the curve, there are many choices for editing. The
B-spline interpolation and extrapolation is used. Control points Di
are manually added to the curve. This system can easily control the
soft tissue’s respond speed to tension and compression. In the follow-
ing experiment, the material based on Neo-Hookean model is edited.
Under the Valanis-Landel hypothesis, the Neo-Hookean model can be
expressed as:
f(x) =
µLa´me
2
(x2 − 1) (4.19)
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g(x) = 0, h(x) = −µLa´me log x+ λLa´me
2
(log x)2 (4.20)
where µLa´me and λLa´me are La´me coefficients. As can be seen in
Figure 4.6, different physical properties are modelled by editing f ′(x).
In the first row, the material has small resistance to both stretch and
compress. In the second row, the material is stiffer than the first row’s
material in both stretch and compress. In the third row, the material
is stiffer than the second row’s material when stretched but it has very
small resistance to compression. This curve based editing system can
also fit the material to experimental data which is generated from uni-
axial tension and compression test. Figure 4.7 shows the curve editing
system interface in the system. The users can plot on the curve editing
panel and insert node to change the shape of the curve.
Figure 4.6: Result of different curve representations and physical prop-
erties.
4.3.4 Anisotropic Strain Limiting
Strain limiting is necessary for the modeling of soft tissue behaviour.
It enables to model high stiffness materials which is compliant to small
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of curve editing interface in laparoscopic surgery
simulator.
strain but resistant to large ones. For the soft tissue, the fiber direction
will influence the resistance direction to strain.
When applying strain limiting, constraint on each entry of the strain
tensor ( = 12(F
TF− I),  ∈ R3×3) can be set:
C = ij − sij (4.21)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 and sij is the constraint value in the stretch or shear
direction. This constraint can be unilateral or bilateral. For unilateral
constraint, C < 0 means the material can be stretched but cannot
exceed sij . For bilateral constraint, C = 0 means the material is not
stretchable.
Let’s assume F = (f1, f2, f3) = DsD
−1
m = (d1,d2,d3)(m1,m2,m3).
For a tetrahedron element (x1,x2,x3,x4), the gradient of the constraint
C can be computed as:
∇C = ∇ij = (∇x1ij ,∇x2ij ,∇x3ij) = fjcTi + ficTj . (4.22)
For the fascia, it is composed of triangular element rather than
tetrahedron elements. When computing the deformation gradient, F =
DsD
−1
m becomes invalide because the inverse of Dm ∈ R3×2 does not
exist.
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To model the strain limiting for fascia and membrane, finding the
direction of limiting is important. The texture of fascia and membrane
can provide an intuitive and visual reflection to the fibers direction so
the strain is limited in the direction of its material coordinate. The
strain limiting is performed in the surface parameterization space (UV
space), which means using the UV direction to determine the strain
limiting direction. This way can provide an intuitive way of controlling
the fascia’s strain limiting direction because the UV direction can be
easily modified in the modern 3D content creation tools (such as Maya,
Houdini etc).
For each triangle, a local frame can be computed using the UV coor-
dinate. Let assume the positions of triangle vertices as (xk,xj ,xi) and
material coordinate as uk,uj ,ui ∈ R2. For this triangle, a coordinate
system can be built using the normal (N), tangent (T) and bitangent
(B) as basis. The tangent and bitangent are conforms to the material
UV direction (see Figure 4.8), which can be computed as:
(T,B) = (xk − xi,xj − xi)(uk − ui,uj − ui)−1 (4.23)
The stretch along the material uv direction can be measured by:
D′m = (T,B)
T (xk − xi,xj − xi) (4.24)
where D′m ∈ R2×2 is similar to Dm in the deformation gradient
computation (in equation 4.6). The deformation gradient F ∈ R2 of
triangle primitive can be computed as:
F = DsD
′−1
m (4.25)
Then the Green strain can be computed and the strain limiting
constraint can be set and solved as equation 4.21 and 4.22.
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Figure 4.8: Strain limiting comparison (triangular surface model). First
row: strain direction illustration (UV direction), second row: strain
limiting in u -axis, third row: strain limiting in both u and v axes.
4.3.5 Heterogenous Soft Tissue Modeling
The anatomical structures in abdominal cavity is complex. Each or-
gan is connected with various artery, nerve, ligament, gland etc. For
example, in the Figure 4.9, it can be seen that the complex anatomical
structure of ano-rectal is connected with hypogastric plexus (superior,
inferior), sacrat splanchnic nerves, rectal vein (superior, middle, infe-
rior) etc. The important glands such as urine, sex gland etc are near
the rectum which are needed to be protected during surgery.
To apply different stiffness to different parts of the mesh according
to the real physical property of the anatomy, painting, as the most
widely used user interaction technique in computer animation, is an
intuitive and convenient way for achieving this goal. Similar to paint
the skin weight for skeleton animation, the idea is to add specified
stiffness to the painted vertices of the mesh. However, due to the fact
that the anatomical structure is complex and some tissues are embedded
inside, the direct painting is not easy to perform. What’s more, some
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Figure 4.9: Anatomical structure around rectum. The left is the vessel
and gland distribution. The right shows the nerve structure map.
soft tissues are tetrahedral mesh so the surface painting will not work
because there are vertices inside the boundary surface. Also, if the
resolution of the mesh is high, the painting will become a trivial work.
Finding a good and compact representation of the mesh will facilitate
the painting process efficiently.
As most of the vessels, glands, nerves, organs (such as rectum, colon)
are tubiform shape object, the idea is to extract the skeleton of the
anatomy model and accelerate the painting procedure using skeleton
based paint. Skeleton, as a simple structure, provides a good abstraction
to the original shape of the mesh. Medial axis is one of the well known
skeleton structure but it is sensitive to surface perturbations and has
complex topology. Compare to the complex medial axis method, curve
skeleton is a popular skeletal representation in computer graphics and
can be a good candidate structure for painting. The curve skeleton is
extracted by surface evolution [ATC+08]. The process of surface evolu-
tion is contracting the boundary surface of the mesh into a zero-volume
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degenerated mesh, curve skeleton. Tagliasacchi et al.[TAOZ12] pro-
posed a mean curvature skeleton which improves Au’s work [ATC+08]
by contracting surface via mean curvature flow and centering the skele-
ton based on Voronoi poles. The mean curvature flow skeleton can
provide a good representation of the anisotropy of the shape and ho-
motopic to the original mesh. Through edge collapse and connectivity
surgery, a mapping between skeleton node and surface vertices will be
generated.
As the skeleton is a shape abstraction of the original mesh, paint-
ing the skeleton and its corresponding vertices instead of the original
mesh is a non-trivial but effective way of assigning user-defined stiff-
ness to anatomical mesh. However, curve skeleton only maintains the
mapping between skeleton point and boundary surface vertices. Due
to the mesh used is tetrahedralized, mapping between skeleton and the
vertices which are not on the boundary surface is needed to be built.
For a mesh composed of n points and m skeleton nodes, assemble all
the vertices xi ∈ R3, i = 0, 1, ..., n−1 and skeletons pj , j = 0, 1, ...m−1
into the column state vector x ∈ R3n and p ∈ R3m respectively. Let’s
donate Πj as the set of points corresponding to the jth skeleton vertex
pj . To ensure all the points in the tetrahedralized mesh has correspond-
ing skeleton nodes, the following method is performed. As can be seen
in Figure 4.10, for each skeleton node pj , the largest distance rj between
pj and its corresponding points in Πj is computed. Then iterate all the
vertices in the tetrahedral mesh and measure their distances to pj . If
the distance is less equal than rj , that point is put into Πj . Thus, af-
ter iterating all the skeleton nodes, all the tetrahedral nodes have their
corresponding skeleton nodes.
After finding correspond skeleton nodes for all the tetrahedral nodes,
the paint procedure can be started. All the vertices’ weights are assem-
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the skeleton based painting.
bled into a column state vector W. The painting brush is defined as
an implicit shape. When the painting procedure start, the state of
vertices which fall inside the implicit shape is set as painted. Then
a corresponding kernel based weight value is computed (see equation
4.26) and added to those painted vertices. The state vector of weight
for the mesh W ∈ Rn can be computed as:
W = W + Wkernel(c,v, h) (4.26)
Wkernel(c,v, h) =

w1
w2
...
wn
 (4.27)
wi(vi) =
{ 315
64pih9
(v2i − h2)3, vi < h
0, vi ≥ h
(4.28)
where c is the geometrical center of the paint brush, v ∈ Rn is a vector
which measures the distance (vi) between tetrahedral nodes and c, h is
the kernel support radius, such as the poly6 kernel in equation 4.28. In
Figure 4.11, curve based skeleton painting system and deformed result
are demonstrated.
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Figure 4.11: Skeleton based painting system. The top row is the skele-
ton based painting on vessel and fat (tetrahedral mesh). The fasica is
painted via polygon paint (triangular mesh). The second row is the
combination of those meshes and the simulation result.
4.4 Soft Tissue Simulation
4.4.1 Basics
Newton’s second law of motion is the basic of physics simulation. For
a simple particle position x, the law can be expressed as f = mx¨. This
equation can be used to compute the acceleration x¨ based on the force
f applied on the particle of mass m. The second order ODE can be
separated into two first order equation:
v˙ = f(x)/m (4.29)
x˙ = v (4.30)
Instead of solving the analytical solution, the above equations are nor-
mally solved numerically with finite difference.
v˙ =
vn+1 − vn
h
(4.31)
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x˙ =
xn+1 − xn
h
(4.32)
where h is the time step. The way of using f(xn) or f(xn+1) to
represent force will determine the integration type: explicit or im-
plicit. The explicit integration uses current state (xn) to approximate
the force while the implicit integration uses the unknown status in
next step (xn+1) to approximate the force which will be linearized as
f(xn+1) = f(xn + ∆x) = f(xn) +∇f∆x during solution. The explicit in-
tegration suffers from instability (overshoot) problem under large time
step which is not robust enough for developing surgery simulation ap-
plication. In the following part, only the implicit integration based
simulation method is discussed.
Firstly, let’s briefly review the implicit integration’s variational form.
Assuming that a mesh is consisted of n points which are stacked into
a position state vector x ∈ R3n×1 and velocity state vector v ∈ R3n×1
. The system evolves according to Newton’s law through discrete time
interval t1, t2, ..., tn . x
n and vn represent the position and velocity state
at time tn. The implicit integration can be described as:
xn+1 = xn + vn+1h (4.33)
vn+1 = vn + hM−1(fint(xn+1) + fext) (4.34)
For the simplicity and notion convenience, the external force are ig-
nored when solving equation 4.33 and 4.33. The solution of the implicit
integration is:
(I−∆t2M−1∇f)∆v = ∆tM−1(f(xn) + h∇fvn) (4.35)
The global based method solves this implicit integration using the
Newton’s Method or local/global, or Quasi Newton based method. De-
tails analysis of those method can be found in Appendix 9.1. The
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drawback of the global based solving is its realtime performance espe-
cially when topology changed (see section 2.3 for details). Compare to
those global solving based approaches, Position Based Dynamics solves
the constraint optimization problem using the iterative method such
as Gauss-Seidel and Jacobian, which will produce a visually plausible
result rather than a converged (physically accurate) result. The Pro-
jective Dynamics is actually a general form of PBD (see Appendix 9.2).
The realtime performance, unconditional stability and physical plausi-
ble result makes PBD very popular. However, PBD’s main drawback
is that the stiffness is dependent on the iteration count and time step.
XPBD[MMC16] solves PBD’s long-standing problem of iteration
count and time step dependent constraint stiffness. For the laparo-
scopic surgery simulation, mesh topology change is frequent because
dissection is the main operation in the surgery. By balancing the real-
time performance and accuracy, the XPBD is chosen as the simulation
framework.
4.4.2 XPBD Based Simulation Framework
In the XPBD simulation framework, it formulates the energy as
E(x) =
1
2
C(x)Tα−1C(x) (4.36)
where C(x) is the vector of constraint set C(x) = [C1(x),C2(x)...,Cm(x)],
α−1 is the diagonal compliance matrix which stores the inverse stiffness.
f = −∇E(x)T = −∇C(x)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
direction
α−1C(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
scalar
(4.37)
According to equation 4.33 and 4.34, the following equation can be
derived:
M(xn+1 − x˜) = h2f(xn+1) (4.38)
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where the x˜ = 2xn − xn−1 = xn + vnh represents the inertial of the
object. Then introducing the Lagrangian multipler by decomposing
the force into its direction and scalar component λ = α˜−1C(x), where
α˜ = α
h2
. Then the equation 4.38 can be formulated as:
M(xn+1 − x˜)−∇C(xn+1)Tλn+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(x,λ)
= 0 (4.39)
C(xn+1) + α˜λn+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
h(x,λ)
= 0 (4.40)
Linearizing g(x,λ),h(x,λ) can get the following system:∇xg ∇λg
∇xh ∇λh
∆x
∆λ
 =
−g(x,λ)
−h(x,λ)
 (4.41)
∇xg requires the computation of constraint Hessian. XPBD replaces
∇xg with the constant mass matrix M like a quasi-Newton method.
Miles et al.[MMC16] points out that although it will introduce an error
on the order of O(t2) and change the rate of convergence, it will not
change the global error. By setting the initial guess x0 = x˜,λ0 = 0.
The equation 4.41 will becomes: M ∇CT(x)
∇C(x) α˜
∆x
∆λ
 =
 0
−h(x,λ)
 (4.42)
Then the final update becomes:
∆λ =
−C(x)− α˜λ
∇C(x)M−1∇CT(x) + α˜ (4.43)
∆x = M−1∇CT(x)∆λ (4.44)
When α˜ = 0, XPBD becomes the original PBD update rule. Other-
wise, α˜ will regularize the constraint force according to the stiffness
paramter applied( included in α˜). In the original PBD framework, the
stiffness of the constraint influence the update like: ∆x(1− k)ns where
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ns is the current iteration count. The relationship between stiffness
and iteration count are nonlinear and hard to tune. The Lagrangian
multiplier λ reflect the scale of the force which can be used to drive the
force dependent devices.
4.4.3 Result and Analysis
In this section, comparison on the performance of different solvers has
been made. When solving the dynamic system, the solver can be di-
vided into direct and iterative. The direct solver can provide a robust
and accurate solution which is mostly based on the matrix LU decom-
position. The iterative solver will approach the solution gradually and
convergence rate is dependent on the searching strategy.
As can be seen in Figure 4.12, the performance of direct and iterative
solvers are compared. The relative error used in the comparison is
defined as:
f(xk)− f(x∗)
f(x0)− f(x∗) (4.45)
where x∗ is the exact solution, x0 is the initial guess value and xk is the
value of k-th iteration. In this simulation test, it can be seen from (a)
that Newton’s method based on direct and iterative conjugate gradient
(cg) solve will converge very fast but they are quite time consuming
due to the expensive computation cost in each iteration (see (b)). Liu’s
method [LBK17] based on prefactorization and direct solve achieves
good realtime performance and convergence rate. However, its reliance
on prefactorization makes it not suitable for surgery simulation because
topology change will happen frequently. The Projective Dynamics also
suffers from this problem. When using iterative solving in Liu’s method,
it can be seen that its convergence rate is affected. For projective dy-
namics and XPBD, although their convergence rate is quite slow, their
realtime performance is their advantage. They can achieve good con-
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verged result in realtime because each iteration in XPBD and Projective
Dynamics is computationally cheap.
Figure 4.12: Performance comparison between solvers. (a). Relative
error for a single frame. (b). Relative error evolves with time.
Although the result of XPBD is not physically accurate in realtime
simulation, but it can generate physically plausible behaviour because
the system evolves in the tendency of energy reduction (descent gradient
direction). As can be seen in Figure 4.13, the liver in Figure is composed
of 5350 tetrahedral elements and simulated based on the Neo-hookean
material. It can be seen that XPBD (100 iterations) can produce phys-
ically plausible results (not converged but has the same tendency as the
accurate result) compared to fast converged but time consuming direct
solve based method (7 iterations). The relative error of XPBD based
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simulation is 10−4 and the direct solve is 10−5. Although the simulation
result of XPBD is not converged, the minor differences do not influence
the visual plausibility.
Figure 4.13: Deformation result comparison of XPBD based simulation
and accurate direct solve based simulation.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a realtime physically based simulation pipeline is pre-
sented for multi-layer soft tissue. The pipeline includes multi-layer soft
tissue modeling, physics based material editing, skeleton based het-
erogeneous property painting and realtime simulation. This pipeline
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is based on a multi-layer (fascia, fat and embedded tissues) soft tis-
sue structure. The strain and stress relationship is modeled based on
a curve based hyperelastic material editing system. To achieve het-
erogeneous material properties of soft tissue, a skeleton based stiffness
painting system has been designed. This physically based soft tissue
modeling method has been integrated into the XPBD framework to
generate realtime physically plausible simulation.
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Chapter 5
Surgery Tool Interactions
5.1 Introduction
In laparoscopic surgery simulation, there are multiple types of tool in-
teractions such as sliding contact, poke, clip and dissection etc. To
reduce the risk to the patient, mechanical energy-based dissection sys-
tems have been incorporated into modern laparoscopic surgery instead
of using sharp scalpel. Before the dissection is performed, important
blood vessels should be clipped in case of losing too much blood. Those
are basic operations in laparoscopic surgery. In a laparoscopic surgery
simulator, those operations rely on a robust collision detection system.
In current surgery simulators, frequent tool and soft tissue sliding
contact is avoided because it may easily cause collision tunneling artifact
when the kinematic movement of the surgical tool is fast. This artifact
is caused by the collision detection method used. Considering the re-
altime performance requirement of surgery simulator, discrete collision
detection method is preferred which will perform collision detection in
discrete time step. Compare to the accurate but computationally ex-
pensive continuous collision detection methods [TTWM14] [WTTM15],
the discrete collision detection method is not that robust and may miss
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potential collision but the low computational cost is its advantage. The
main cause of the collision tunneling artifact can be the fast movement
of objects or the large simulation timestep. To reduce this artifact, in-
creasing the thickness of the mesh surface using methods such as sweep
surface [Eri04] is the most common technique used. However, thick
collision margin will cause poor surface approximatione especially for
deformable objects which will affect the accuracy of the collision de-
tection and resolution. To get a better approximation collision margin,
simplified mesh representation (such as sphere based mesh representa-
tion) [MO06] [MO06] [JP04] is often used instead of polygon based
representation. However, the good surface approximation provided by
the simplified mesh representation will become poor when large defor-
mation happens.
Based on a robust collision detection system, other important opera-
tions such as dissection and clipping can be performed. Dissection is the
most challenge operation for a surgery simulator because it normally in-
volves the changed of mesh topology which may influence the efficiency
and stability of both physics simulation and rendering. In computer
graphics, the mesh cutting [WWD15] is an active research field which is
a process of finding elements (triangles, tetrahedrons, hexahedrons etc.)
that intersected by the cutting surface and then refining the intersected
elements to conform to the cutting surface[SHGS06] [BGTG04][SDF07]
[WJST14]. However, those refinement based cutting methods will gen-
erate neat and regular incisions on the cutting areas which is not the
type of cutting in laparoscopic surgery. Rather than using sharp scalpel,
blunt and energized dissection tools are used in laparoscopic surgery for
dissecting the soft tissue. This kind of dissection is caused by heat and
will not generate regular and neat incision which has not been well re-
searched in surgery simulation. Besides the dissection operation, other
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small but important operations such as clip is also essential for the
completeness of the training framework. Minimizing the computational
cost of trivial operations without influencing visual fidelity is also an
important issue which has not been well researched.
To solve the problems mentioned above, the contributions of this
chapter can be summarized as:
 A circumsphere based collision detection and resolution method
which outperforms both the existing sphere-based and polygon-
based methods in overall performance and reduces collision tun-
nelling effectively.
 A local geometry feature and energy based adaptivity strategy
which dynamically adapt the location and size of the circum-
spheres surface for better approximation and provide stable and
robust collision response.
 A computationally efficient dissection model based on heat trans-
fer which provides physically based modeling for the dissected
area. It will not change the topology of the virtual objects and
can keep the efficiency and stability of the simulation.
 An efficient geometric based soft tissue clip method which can
keep the clip attaching to the vessel and produce visual plausible
clip result without introducing the rigid body simulation.
5.2 Adaptive Circumpshere Based Collision De-
tection and Resolution
Before introducing the detailed method, an overview of the collision
detection and resolution pipeline is demonstrated in Figure.5.1. Ac-
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Figure 5.1: 2D Overview of the pipeline of collision detection.
cording to the analysis made in section 2.4.1, the spatial hash struc-
ture [THM+03] is used for the broad phase to localize the potentially
colliding pairs due to its convenience for parallel computing. The pro-
posed method concentrates on the subsequent narrow phase where it
has been separated into two sub-phases, bounding sphere phase and
circumsphere phase. For the bounding sphere phase, potentially collid-
ing pairs are checked by a simple bounding sphere test of the triangle
primitives. When the likelihood of collision is established, it moves
on to the circumsphere phase, in which the overlap of the dynamically
generated circumsphere for the underlying primitives is tested and the
circumsphere is used for the succeeding collision resolution.
5.2.1 Circumsphere Initialization
Having identified the potentially colliding pairs from the bounding sphere
phase, the circumsphere is calculated to perform further intersection
test. However, the circumsphere of 3D triangle is not unique. Accord-
ing to the basic geometrical principle, the center of the circumsphere
90
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(Ccir) can be calculated as:
Ccir = xc −Ncϕ (5.1)
where xc is the circumcenter of the corresponding triangle primitive
which can be found as the intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of
each edge, Nc is the normalized surface normal at xc and ϕ is a global
scale factor for translating x along −Nc. Move x along the −Nc is
to ensure the dynamically generated circumsphere surface can approxi-
mate its underlying triangle surface well. How far to move x along −Nc
will influence the size of the circumsphere. If uniform scale ϕ is applied
to all circumsphere centers, the circumsphere will not approximate the
mesh surface well as shown in Figure 5.3.
To facilitate description of this method, some definitions are made
first. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the triangle split the circumsphere
into two sections. The smaller section is called the convering surface
while the bigger one is called the uncovering surface. The cone deter-
mined by the circumsphere center and the polygon surface called the
safe cone. The angle of the cone is called safe angle.
Figure 5.2: Basic notion and structure illustration
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Figure 5.3: Difference between using uniform scale and fixed initial safe
angle for circumsphere centre
5.2.2 Local Feature Based Circumsphere
To better approximate the mesh surface, the size of a circumsphere
should relate to the geometric feature of its underlying triangle prim-
itive. To make the size of the circumsphere related to the size of its
underlying triangle, a fixed initial value θ (see Figure 5.3) is set for the
safe angle so that the position of circumsphere center is then influenced
by its underlaying triangle size. The approximation based on a fixed
initial angle is better than uniform factor ϕ in equation 5.1.
Ccir = xc −NcϕRbcotθ (5.2)
where Rb is the circumcircle radius of the triangle primitive. In fact,
not only the shape of the triangle primitive, but also the local geometry
feature of the surface will influence the size of the circumsphere.
Surface curvature is a good reflection of the local geometry feature.
Large curvature area can reflect the details of the surface. For those
large curvature areas, too large circumsphere will covers too much po-
tential collision areas which will cause the inaccuracy of circumsphere
92
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collision detection. Smaller circumsphere can more accurately capture
collision and provide more degree of freedom for response direction. The
larger the surface curvature is, the smaller the circumphere should be
until it shrinks to the bounding sphere. the curvature of circumcenter
is used to represent the curvature of the triangle primitive which can be
computed via averaging the curvatures of all the vertices in the prim-
itive. In order to apply the influence of local geometry feature to the
size of circumsphere, the curvature factor r = |1/K| is integrated into
equation 5.1 as:
Ccir = xc −NcϕrRbcotθ (5.3)
However, the curvature K can be zero if surface is a plane. Then the
circumsphere will be infinite large because r in equation 5.3 is infinite.
In fact, if the surface is a plane, the curvature should have little impact
on the circumsphere size which means r should be 1 in equation 5.3.
When K → ∞, the circumsphere should become the bounding sphere
which can provide good tolerance to artifact and reduce unnecessary
collision detection as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Adjust the size of circumsphere according to curvature
To model the relationship between the curvature K and its influence
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to circumsphere size, the cubic Hermite spline r = H3(K) is used to
control the influence. A threshold h is set for K, when K > h,H3(K) =
0 which means that when the shape is too sharp, the circumsphere
becomes the bounding sphere to provide more protection to this area.
For arbitrary interval of the spline, the cubic Hermite can be computed
as:
H3(x) = y0h0(x) + y1h1(x) + y
′
0H0(x) + y
′
1H1(x) (5.4)
where h0(x), h1(x), H0(x), H1(x) are the Hermite basis functions, y0 is
the starting point at x = 0 and y1 is the ending point at x = h with tan-
gent y′0 and y′1 at x = 0 and x = h respectively. As can be seen in Figure
5.4, for K = 0, the value of H3(K) is set as (K,H3(K)) = (0, 1), y
′
0 =
dy
dx
|K=0 = 0. For K > h, (K,H3(K)) = (h, 0), y′0 =
dy
dx
|K=h = 0. This
interpolation function can be calculated at the initial configuration and
used directly afterwards. After applying the curvature factor, the centre
of the circumsphere can be computed as:
Ccir = xc −NcϕRbcotθH3(K) (5.5)
As can be seen in Figure 5.5, after applying the curvature factor,
the circumpshere in the high curvature area (red color ) shrink more
than the circumsphere in the low curvature area. For the high curvature
area, protection is more important than good approximation.
Figure 5.5: Result comparison of applying curvature factor.
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5.2.3 Material Property Based Circumsphere
For a deformable object, the surface geometry feature changes all the
time especially when collision occurs. When the collided area is subject
to large deformation, the circumsphere’s size should be larger for the
collided area to approximate the deformed surface better and provide
more accurate collision response. Thus, a physical quantity which used
to describe the material property is needed. The deformation can be
measured by the amount of energy stored inside the deformed area.
The energy accumulated in the deformed object is determined by the
deformation gradient which provides a good reflection of how much the
object deformed. The deformation gradient can be defined as
F =
∂x
∂X
(5.6)
where x and X are the coordinate of vertex in deformed state and
rest state respectively. How to define the form of energy is dependent
on the constitutive model used. The energy reflects the tendency of
Figure 5.6: Adjust the size of circumsphere according to material prop-
erty
recovering to initial state. A scalar energy factor  = E is used to
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dynamically adjust the size of circumsphere according to the material
property. Theoretically, the energy can be infinite large or small. What
is needed is a scalar which can reflect the change of energy rather than
the accurate energy. So a user defined scalar factor ς is applied to scale
the influence of the energy factor on the position of circumsphere (see
Figure 5.6).
Ccir = xc −Nc(ϕRbcotθH3(K) + ς) (5.7)
Figure 5.7: The test of the circumsphere based method in complex
scene.
As can be seen in Figure 5.7, the experiment is simulated based
on FEM method and the models in the scene contains 38910 points
and 38989 triangles. It can be seen that even in a complex simulation
environment which involves frequent sliding contact, this method can
provide good approximation to the shape of the object especially for
highly deformed objects, better protection to the high detailed area
and generate visual plausible result. Further analysis of this method
can be found in section 5.2.6.
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5.2.4 Updating of Circumsphere
In order to reduce the computation cost of circumspheres further, cir-
cumsphere structure is not updated each frame. The structure is only
updated when the shape change of its underlaying primitive exceeds
a threshold δ compared to last frame. The change of primitive area
is used to measure the rate of shape change hshape = Scurrent \ Slast,
where Scurrent and Slast are the area of primitive in current frame and
last frame respectively. If |hshape − 1| < δ, the centre of corresponding
circumsphere is updated using the same curvature factor and energy
factor in last frame. When |hshape − 1| ≥ δ, the curvature and energy
factors are updated. There is no denying that such updating method
will affect accuracy, but the tradeoff is the improvement of realtime
performance. Such improvement is of great significance to the realtime-
oriented application (such as game, surgery simulation etc.). Actually,
the inaccuracy has negligible influence on the visual plausibility. Fur-
ther analysis about the update rate and its impact on accuracy, stability
and efficiency is in Section 5.2.6.
5.2.5 Collision Resolution
When collision happened, the collided circumsphere pair and their un-
derlying triangle primitives are bounced away. Firstly, the state which
collision just happened is computed. Secondly, update the velocity for
each circumsphere using the principle of linear impulse and momentum.
Finally, along the direction of new velocity, move each circumsphere to
final position. Then update the position of circumsphere’s underlying
triangle primitive xi according to the translation of the circumsphere
to the target position x′i. To integrate the collision resolution into the
simulation framework (section 4.4.1), the inequality constraint can be
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set:
C(x1,x2,x3) = ‖x1 − x′1‖2 + ‖x2 − x′2‖2 + ‖x3 − x′3‖2 (5.8)
where xi,i = 1, 2, 3 is the vertex position of triangle that has been
collided, x′i,i = 1, 2, 3 is the target position. This circumsphere based
collision constraint provides a differential representation of the triangle
vertices. When solving the constraint, the vertices are treated in an
unified manner. Such unified constraint solution will improve the sta-
bility and convergence of the simulation. The details can be found in
section 5.2.6.
5.2.6 Method Analysis
Figure 5.8: Comparison between the circumpshere, bounding sphere
and polygon based method.
The polygon based method [Eri04] and bounding sphere based method
[MO06] is compared with the method proposed in this thesis from ac-
curacy, stability and efficiency perspectives. In order to compare with
the ground truth, a special experiment of collision detection between a
rigid cylinder and a deformable soft tissue is devised as can be seen in
98
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Figure 5.8. Thus the exact distance between collided vertices and the
surface of cylinder collider should be the cylinder’s radius. This exact
distance dexa will be compared in the following experiments.
Figure 5.9: Compare proposed method with the collision margin and
sweep volume
Figure 5.10: Method analysis from accuracy perspective
The average distance from collided vertices to the main axis of the
cylinder is used to measure accuracy. As can be seen in Figure 5.10,
the box plot graph is used to demonstrate the relative error of average
distance. When iteration is low, although the polygon based method is
the most accurate (because it has the smallest mean value), the accuracy
is achieved at the cost of inducing visual artefacts (see Figure 5.11)
which are represented by the negative relative errors. Although such
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artefacts can be avoided by using collision margin, the collision margin
is fixed rather adaptive. It will also incur bad approximation especially
for deformable object, as can be seen in Figure 5.9. Bounding Sphere
method is the most inaccurate method because its poor approximation
of the mesh surface. Such poor approximation is the main cause of its
instability. Although the proposed algorithm is not the most accurate
method, the adaptive circumsphere structure actually provided certain
tolerance to numerical error without causing noticeable artefacts so that
the visual plausibility of the proposed method is better than polygon
based and bounding sphere based method. Figure 5.11 compares the
visual plausibility of different methods.
Figure 5.11: Visual plausibility comparision. The visual artefacts are
obvious for polygon based method and bounding sphere method
The fluctuation of the vertex position reflects stability. Therefore
the average position change is measured for all the collided vertices in
each frame to evaluate the stability. As can be seen in Figure 5.12, the
polygon and bounding sphere based methods are subject to dramatic
fluctuation when the number of iteration is small. For the polygon based
100
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method, the high variability of polygon shape is the main cause of the
instability. The high variability of polygon shape could easily increase
the chance to break the already solved constraint. For the bounding
sphere based method, the instability is caused by its poor approxima-
tion of mesh surface. The circumphere structure, on the contrary, can
not only provides good approximation of the mesh surface, but also adds
fewer unstable factors to the constraint solving process due to its uni-
form shape, making the proposed method the best performer especially
when the number of iteration is low. From the mathematics perspective,
the circumsphere actually provides a differential representation for its
underlying triangle. In traditional collision detection, each vertex, edge
and face of a triangle primitive need to be tested for collision. Each type
of collision constraint will add unstable factors to the constraint solving
process especially under low iteration. The proposed method used the
differential representation of the triangle primitive which unify the type
of collision test and effectively reduces the unstable factors.
Time consumed by collision detection and resolution in each frame
is a good measurement of algorithm efficiency. As can be seen in Figure
5.13, the bounding sphere method is the most efficient method because
it only needs to update the centre, radius and perform overlap test when
collision happens. The proposed method needs re-calculation of circum-
sphere when the shape change of underlying primitive exceeds a given
threshold. The polygon intersection based method is the most time
consuming one because polygon intersection test should be performed
for each potentially collided pair in each frame.
As to the update threshold δ proposed in Section 5.2.4, accuracy,
stability and efficiency are tested for different δ. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.14, the accuracy is measured by the relative error of dave, stability
is measured by the variance of dave. When δ = 0, circumsphere will be
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Figure 5.12: Stability comparison under different iteration number
updated in each frame which results in instability and inefficiency. The
cause of instability is that the ever changing size of circumsphere con-
stantly add unstable factors to the constraint solving process. And the
cause of inefficiency is the re-calculation of circumsphere in each frame.
Relative error of accuracy evolves with the increasing of δ because the
approximation becomes inaccurate. The larger δ is, the less time is
needed for circumsphere updating. The extreme situation is no update
for circumsphere. Then the circumsphere’s approximation of deformed
mesh is the worst which can result in instability.
For different types of simulation purposes, different updating rate
should be utilized(as can be seen in Figure 5.15). For efficiency and sta-
bility oriented scene (the first row), it involves sliding and detailed col-
lision between various deformable objects and different collision primi-
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Figure 5.13: Efficiency comparison between the proposed method and
others
tives. To maintain efficiency and stability, δ is set to 90%. For accuracy
and stability oriented scene (second row), it is a virtual surgery system
which contains detailed and sliding collision. δ is set as small as possi-
ble within the stable range (30% ∼ 200%). For stability, efficiency and
accuracy oriented scene, it contains complex sliding collision between
deformable objects. To keep stability, accuracy as well as efficiency,
δ = 70% is used.
5.3 Energized Soft Tissue Dissection
5.3.1 Edge Based Structure
As the material of soft tissue is composed of fat, fascia, lymph, nerve,
and so on, some of the dissected area may still connect after dissection
because different tissues react differently to high energy (Figure 5.16).
Such complex incision generated by energized tools is challenging for
real-time simulation.
In this section, an edge-based mesh structure is presented for dissec-
tion which is different from the polygon (triangle, tetrahedral, hexahe-
dral etc.) based structure and can generate complex dissection pattern.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of accuracy, stability and efficiency for differ-
ent δ
The edge is treated as the most basic element for the mesh. Each edge
maintains the information of triangles or tetrahedrons which share it,
see Figure 5.17. The proposed method can efficiently incorporate the
dissected mesh into the physics computational model and produce more
realistic incision pattern which generated by energized tools (see Figure
5.22).
In the initial stage, each polygon primitive keeps the counts it has
been shared by the edges, the counter for the k-th polygon primitive is
denoted as share count[k]. When an edge is dissected, the shared count
of this edge’s surrounding polygons should be subtracted by one. When
rendering the mesh, there is no need to reorganize the index buffer and
change the size of vertex buffer. In each frame, the rendering buffer is
only fed with the polygon faces whose share count remains the same
as the initial stage. Further analysis is in section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.15: Different δ used for different scenes
Figure 5.16: The soft tissue dissection in laparoscopic surgery
Figure 5.17: Edge based structure
5.3.2 Heat Transfer Model
Due to the high energy in the tool, most of the soft tissue will be
dissected immediately when touched, so it is assumed that there is no
heat transfer on the soft tissue. The heat transfer is only between soft
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tissue and energized tools. A local N ×N ×N uniform grid coordinate
based on the heat source is built. dl is taken as the length step of the
grid coordinate and dt as the time step. The temperature at a grid
node n = (nx, ny, nz) is donated as u(n). According to the parabolic
heat equation:
∂u
∂t
− α∇2u = 0 (5.9)
where α is the thermal diffusivity. ∇2 is the Laplace operator. To solve
this parabolic PDE, the finite difference method can be used. At u(n),
the ∂
2u
∂x2
can be solved as:
u(nx + 1, :, :) + u(nx − 1, :, :)− 2u(nx, :, :)
dl2
(5.10)
It is the same for the computation of ∂
2u
∂y2
, ∂
2u
∂z2
. The temperature at
the vertex of the mesh can be interpolated based on its surrounding
grid node’s temperature. A conductivity parameter ξ is used to control
how much heat the soft tissue can absorb. Due to the proposed dissec-
tion method is based on edge, the temperature (τe) of an edge (e) is
calculated by using the average temperature at the edge’s nodes.
τe = (ua + ub)ξ∆t/2 (5.11)
where ∆t equals to the sum of the time the edge e overlaps with the
implicit shape proxy of the tool, ua, ub are the temperature at the
edge’s nodes. When τe excess the ignition temperature δ, the edge will
be dissected. For different soft tissue, δ have different values. Follow-
ing are some reference data for the ignition temperature of soft tissues
[KCJG+08] (Figure 5.18).
5.3.3 Dissection Area Modelling
Due to the high energy of the energized tool, the newly generated sur-
faces of the dissected area will shrink because the fibers and protein
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Figure 5.18: Ignition temperature data for some soft tissues.
inside the tissue is burnt [KCJG+08]. According to the equation 4.6 in
Chapter 4, the hyperelastic deformation can be conceived as the process
that the deformable object from the Ds state gradually goes back to
Dm state, which equals to the process that F gradually recovers to the
identity matrix. If the target shape that F goes back to is changed,
the shrink effect can be achieved. The newly exposed surface should
Figure 5.19: Dissected area modeling
shrink perpendicular to the contact surface. An implicit sphere is used
to represent the shape of heat energy source which normally locates at
the tip of the tool. To get the contact normal, the contact point (xc)
is approximated as the intersection between the implicit shape of the
energy source and the lines which determined by the center of the newly
exposed element and the center of the energy source, see Figure 5.19.
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Assuming the implicit shape function represents the dissection tool is
f(x) ∈ R, the normal (Nc) at the contact point is ∂f/∂xc. To build
the local coordinate for the newly generated primitive, the direction of
Nc is used as one axis. As to other two axes (Na, Nb), they are com-
puted by using the face normal (Nf ) of the newly generate face and
Nc. Na = Nf ×Nc, Nb = Nc ×Na.
To achieve shrinkage on specific direction, as can be seen in Figure
5.20, the deformation gradient F is decomposed into elastic component
Fe and shrinkage component Fs, F = FeFs. The shrinkage component
can be modeled as:
Fs = R
T

Sx 0 0
0 Sy 0
0 0 Sz
R (5.12)
Figure 5.20: Illustration of the deformation gradient decomposition
where R is the rotation matrix which transforms the initial normal
strain direction to align the local coordinate frame of the contact point.
Sx, Sy, Sz are the shrink ratio in each direction.
The proposed edge based structure can generate more complex pat-
terns than other polygon based dissection methods (Figure 5.21). When
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the share count equals to zero which means no primitive elements share
this edge, the edge can be rendered. The edge is treated as a elas-
tic spring, it will break when it exceeds the breakage threshold. This
complex pattern is important for simulating fascia dissection.
Figure 5.21: Energized tool dissection using the proposed method which
can produce complex dissection pattern.
5.3.4 Method Comparison and Results
Before making comparison, the dissection methods are categorized into
topology-changed and topology-unchanged. Different from the topology-
unchanged methods, the topology-changed methods will create newly
generated vertices. The proposed method belongs to the topology-
unchanged method.
For the buffer update, the topology-changed methods need to change
the vertex and index buffers size, which require frequent inserting and
deleting operations.The complexity of inserting is denoted as O(ins) and
deleting as O(del). There is no need for the proposed method to update
both buffers. The original vertex and index buffers are referenced and
the faces whose share count equals to initial configuration are rendered.
The complexity of the buffer operation for the proposed method is O(n)
because all the faces are needed to be iterated once for each simulation
step.
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For the newly generated primitive, the topology-changed methods
need to perform mesh refinement (O(re)) and find the neighbors for the
newly generated primitives which includes element deleting (O(N del))
and inserting (O(N ins)). The proposed method only needs one iter-
ation of share count to update the neighbour information for vertices
and faces (O(n)).
For the ill shape handling, the topology-change method needs to
concern whether the newly generated polygons are in ill shape, assuming
the complexity as O(ill). The proposed method has not change the
topology so that ill shape test is not needed.
The overall complexity of the proposed method is O(n) and the
topology changed method is O(ins) + O(del) + O(N ins) + O(N del) +
O(re) + O(ill). Comparing with the topology-unchanged methods, the
proposed method has the same complexity as others.
Figure 5.22: Energized tool dissectionof membrane and fat
In Figure 5.22, the fascia dissection is simulated using the follow-
ing parameters: Energized tool temperature: 170°C. Ignition temper-
ature:160 °C. Shrink ratio:Sx = 0.1, Sy = 0.3. Thermal conductivity
parameter: 0.4. The fascia mesh is composed of 6K triangles, running
at 103.2 fps.
For the fatty tissue dissection, the following parameters is used:
Energized tool temperature: 90°C. Ignition temperature:78 °C. Shrink
ratio:Sx = 0.1, Sy = 1, Sy = 1. Thermal conductivity parameter: 0.6.
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The fatty tissue is composed of 30K tetrahedrons and the membrane is
composed of 6K triangles. The average fps is 15.1 fps. For the energized
tool, the thermal diffusivity used is 4.210−6m2/s.
5.4 Geometric Based Tool Clipping
Clipping is an important operation in laparoscopic surgery. Clips are
usually clamped onto the blood vessels for the purpose of hematischesis.
From the perspective of simulation, clips belong to rigid body. The in-
teraction between blood vessel and clip needs a robust solver which can
handle both rigid body and soft body simulation. Adding a rigid body
simulation feature into the simulation will increase the computational
cost and affecting the stability of the simulation because various types
of constraints will make the accuracy of simulation much worse. Con-
tradictions between different constraints set will becomes more obvious
especially when low iterations are used for realtime requirement.
Due to the weight of the clip is very small, it can attach to the
vessels and follow its movement. Instead of adding rigid body simu-
lation to the system, a geometric based method that can capture the
local transformation of the vessel and make the clip follow the local
transformation of the vessel has been proposed.
Assuming a vessel mesh is composed of n vertices with deformed
position xi and rest configuration position Xi, i = 0, 1, ..., n− 1. When
applying the clip to the vessel, the vertices that have been clipped are
identified by using the bounding sphere or box of the clipper. So the
rigid transformation A of this clipped area can be approximated by
solving the minimization:
min
A
t∑
i=s
wi‖(A(Xi −Xcm)− (xi − xcm))‖2F (5.13)
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where xi and Xi, i = s, s+ 1..., t are vertices fall inside the clipped
region. xcm and Xcm are deformed and rest state of the geometric cen-
ter for the clipped vertices, wi is the weight factor which reflects the
contribution of xi to the final transformation approximation. This mov-
ing least square minimization problem finds a optimial transformation
from the rest state to the deformed state. However, if the resolution of
the vessel mesh is low, the number of vertices falls inside the clip region
could be quite small which can not well capture the transformation of
the vessel.
To solve this problem, the concept of virtual auxiliary nodes is in-
troduced. The virtual auxiliary nodes are generated in the initialization
stage by adding sampling points into the tetrahedralized vessel mesh.
During simulation, every virtual auxiliary node following the movement
of tetrahedron that it belongs to via barycentric coordinate. Then the
transformation approximation problem can be modified as the mini-
mization of the following equation:
min
A
q∑
i=p
‖wi(A(X′i −X′cm)− (x′i − x′cm))‖2F (5.14)
where x′i and X
′
i, i = p, p + 1..., q are both vertices and virtual
auxiliary nodes fall inside the clipped region. The solution of this min-
imization is:
A = [
q∑
i=p
wi(x
′
i − x′cm)(X′i −X′cm)T ][
q∑
i=p
wi(X
′
i −X′cm)(X′i −X′cm)T ]
(5.15)
The rotation of the transformation A can be extracted using the
polar decomposition as: A = RS where R is the rotation matrix. Then
the transformed positions of the clip’s vertices (xci ) can be approximated
as:
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xci = R(x
c
i − xccm) + xccm (5.16)
where xccm represents the translation for the clip which can be com-
puted as the geometric center translation of the clipped area xccm =
x′cm −X′cm.
When extracting the rotation from the transformation matrix A,
polar decomposition has to be made which is a computational cost op-
eration especially on GPU because it has some code branches which is
not computational efficient on GPU. Inspired by the works proposed in
[MBCM16] which presents a robust rotation extraction method for de-
formation simulation, the expensive polar decomposition based rotation
extraction is replaced by this rotation updating strategy:
R = φ(ω)R (5.17)
where φ(ω) is known as the exponential map which is a rotation
matrix with axis ω/|ω| and angle |ω|. ω can be computed as:
ω =
∑
i r× ai
‖∑i ri · ai‖+ε (5.18)
where ri and ai, i = 1, 2, 3 are the column vectors of R and A
respectively. ε is the safety parameter ( ε = 1e−9 is used). This iterative
update of R is simple and can be implemented in a fews lines of code
without branch. This feature is quite suitable for GPU implementation.
For the clipped vessel, the shape of the vessel in the clipped area
should be flattened. However, due to the fact that the geometric method
is used to make the clip follow the movement of vessel, there is no
dynamics relation between the clip and vessel. To generate the flatten
effect of the vessel,the idea of visual mesh is applied which is proposed
in [MCM16].The vessel is deformed before sending the 3D mesh into
the renderer which means only the mesh is deformed for visual effect
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purpose. The visual mesh does not influence the physical simulation
because it is only performed in the rendering stage.
To flatten the clipped region, the proposed method is based on the
skeleton computed for stiffness painting (see section 4.3.5). Firstly, the
clipped vertices and the region’s geometric center are projected to the
skeleton curve. Then the displacement for flatten effect is computed
based on the distance from the projected vertices (xpi ) to the projected
geometric center (xpcm) (see Figure 5.23):
di =
η
‖xpi − xpcm‖γF︸ ︷︷ ︸
factor
xi − xpi
‖xi − xpi ‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
direction
(5.19)
where xpi and x
p
cm are the projection of xi and xcm onto the skeleton
curve. ‖xpi − xpcm‖γF measure the distance between xpi and xpcm. The
above equation is divided into a factor and displacement direction. γ
controls the fading speed of the factor and η influence the intensity of
the factor. (xi−xpi )/‖xi−xpi ‖F is the normalized direction for flatten.
As can be seen in Figure 5.24, different intensity and fading factors can
produce different clip effect.:
Figure 5.23: Illustration of the geometric based clip method.
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Figure 5.24: Illustration of clip effects under different intensity and
fading parameters.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, a surgery interaction system is presented for laparo-
scopic surgery simulation, which can provide robust tool collision (es-
pecially sliding contact), energized dissection and clipping. The tool
collision is based on an implicit circumsphere based collision detection
and resolution method for deformable objects which takes into consid-
eration both local geometry features and the material properties. This
method is not only computationally efficient, but also stable and com-
paratively accurate, outperforming the existing methods in overall per-
formance. This implicit circumsphere method can also provide better
prevention to collision tunnelling than existing methods. Besides, this
method is compatible with all existing broad phase and narrow phase
collision query techniques.
Based on the collision detection system, a computationally efficient
energized dissection and clipping system is proposed. The energized
dissection takes into consideration of the heat factors when perform-
ing the soft tissue dissection. A physically based modeling method is
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proposed for the dissected area based on the energized dissection. The
clip system is based on a computationally efficient geometric method
for clip to follow the motion of clipped object.
116
Chapter 6
Realistic Soft Tissue
Rendering
6.1 Introduction
In laparoscopic surgery, the appearances of soft tissues are mostly com-
posed of complex organic patterns. As the position of the camera is
very close to the surrounding anatomies, it poses high requirement on
the quality of the soft tissue’s texture. Low quality texture asset will
directly influence the realism of final rendering. In the traditional tex-
ture generation pipeline, the digital artists firstly search and collect
references of specific organic tissues from video or images for the prepa-
ration of digital production, which normally takes quite a long time
and the quality of existing references can not be guaranteed. Those
collected references mostly can not be used directly because it contains
glinting reflex and superficial wrinkling on top of the tissue’s surface
which caused by the lighting environment. So it is difficult to obtain
a nice and clean base texture for the 3D anatomy model. Besides the
based color texture, there is not any effective way to obtain the material
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textures such as specular, roughness. The rendering of soft tissue still
highly dependent on the artist skills.
Soft tissue is different from the objects rendered in the digital en-
tertainment applications which are most single layer. Soft tissue is a
complex composite of different materials. Skin rendering is the most rel-
evant technique to soft tissue rendering in computer graphics research
but the material properties of soft tissue is not totally the same as the
skin rendering. They may share some resemblances such as the sub-
surface scattering effect but the layers of soft tissue exhibit obvious
different properties due to its special organic patterns. For surgery sim-
ulation, there is not any specially designed rendering pipelines yet for
realistic soft tissue rendering. Most of the simulators render the soft tis-
sue using simplified rendering pipeline from game industries which may
easily cause unrealistic plastic appearance. In this thesis, the following
contributions are made:
 An efficient procedural organic material generation pipeline has
been proposed. It enables the users to efficiently generate organic
look texture based on the real image.
 A multi-layer soft tissue rendering pipeline which includes multi-
layer soft tissue shading, optimized lighting effect modeling and
post-processing.
6.2 Procedrual Muti-Layer Soft Tissue Mate-
rial Generation
6.2.1 Quadtree Based Procedural Texture Generation
Most of the internal tissues are wrapped by membrane and composed of
muscles and fat. The membrane consists of multiple layers of epithelial
118
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cells overlying the loose connective tissue layer. The organic patterns
of those tissue are reflected by the distribution of the fat and muscle.
To get a well description of soft tissue pattern, MRI scan can provide
a good reference. The component of soft tissue will display different
colors in the MRI image. Analyzing the soft tissue pattern based on
the MRI data has been widely used in diagnosis of soft-tissue masses
such as tumor [BR09][GLL+17]. The fat will be bright white while the
muscle will be darker. As can be seen in Figure 6.1, it is the CT data
of splenic tumor with a gradual centripetal fill-in organic pattern and
its corresponding organic look in the real image. The organic pattern
will determine the appearance of the soft tissue. The realism of the ren-
dering of soft tissue is dependent on the quality of the organic pattern.
Figure 6.1: The Abdominal CT which shows an enhanced splenic tumor
with a gradual centripetal fill-in pattern [KKY+14].
How the organic pattern can influence the rendering of the soft tissue
is important for the soft tissue rendering. From the computer graphics
perspective, the organic pattern can be used as a mask for the painting
or filling for materials such as base color, roughness, specular etc. The
challenge is how to find a efficient way of generating such mask.
Procedural texture generation provides a wide range of possibilities
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for generating organic patterns. A procedural texture is a computer
generated image which is created using an algorithm to represent a
natural-looking element, such as organic, wood, textile, metal, stone
etc. Noise (randomness) control is the central of the procedural content
generation process. An effective way of controlling noise distribution
can facilitate artists creating desired effect easily.
In the procedural content generation (PCG) research, the algorith-
mic content generation can be classified into learning based, search
based and tiling based methods [SO14]. The learning based method
is dependent on the existing data to generate similar content but the
existing data (organic pattern) is hard to obtain. The search based
method generates contents by searching a defined space with evalua-
tion function but the evaluation of soft tissue pattern is hard to define.
So the tiling based method is chosen which generates contents from the
randomization and combination of small tiles. This method is more
intuitive and easy to control for artists.
The key challenge of the tiling based method is how to organize the
randomization (such as rotation, opacity, size, offset etc) of tiles (or
patterns) efficiently. In image segmentation, quad-tree split is a widely
used technique for the representation of image. Each tree node repre-
sent a level of subdivision. The children nodes represent the uniformly
subdivided regions of current node’s image region, as can be seen in
Figure 6.2. Each tree node can have its own pattern content. The core
idea of the quadtree procedural texture generation process is that sub-
divide the input image, apply randomness to each level’s node and then
blend the result (see Figure 6.3). The blend mode can also be varied,
such as add, subtract, max, min etc.
After introducing the basic idea of the quadtree based procedural
texture generation pipeline, the procedure of generating organic looking
120
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Figure 6.2: Illusion of quadtree image split
Figure 6.3: Illusion of procedural texture generation process. The first
row shows each level’s pattern and blend result. The second row shows
each level’s pattern with randomness and the blend result.
pattern will be introduced. In Figure 6.4, a 7 level quadtree is created
with patterns on the last two levels. As can be shown in Figure 6.1, the
centripetal fill-in pattern requires the randomness of the pattern should
include the rotation, offset, size, opacity etc. For the pattern offset (grey
node), the polar coordinate is used to control the rotation of the offset,
which can add sparsity to the final looking. For the size of the pattern
(blue node), the width and height will influence the sharpness of area.
The larger they are, the smoother the result is. For the rotation of the
pattern (orange node), it affects the natural looking of the connectivities
of the patterns. As shown in Figure 6.4, two examples are demonstrated.
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The difference between two examples is the level that apply the pattern
(green node). The earlier the pattern is applied, the larger the organic
pattern is.
Figure 6.4: Generation process of the organic pattern mask texture
6.2.2 Material Generation Pipeline
Following is the procedure of generating the organic looking material
texture asset. The rendering pipeline is based on the state-of-art ren-
dering technique Physically Based Rendering (PBR) (see section 6.3).
The basic PBR pipeline needs several material textures such as base
(diffuse map), roughness (surface smoothness map), metallic, height
(displacement map), normal etc.
The whole procedure is dependent on the procedural organic pattern
which is generated in previous section. For diffuse map generation, this
gray scale organic pattern is used as mask for color blending. Which
color is used to blend will determine the basic appearance of the tissue.
The color can be chosen from photo or video references by extracting the
color palette and prominent color proportional map as can be seen in
122
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Figure 6.5. The color palette is used for artists picking color for textures
and the prominent proportional map gives a overview of prominent
colors in the image which is useful for creating environment map or
lighting map.
Figure 6.5: Illustration of color palette and prominent color propor-
tional map
The color palette is obtained by iterating every pixel and measur-
ing the similarity between two pixels. The measurement is performed
in component-wise order. For example, for color C1,C2, the distance
between the red component is dist(C1,C2) = |C1.r−C2.r|. If result of
all the components measurements less than user specific threshold, two
pixels are marked as similar. The color palette is obtained by averaging
each group of similar colors. For the prominent color proportional map,
it is obtained by larger threshold for measurement.
For the roughness, metallic, displacement, normal map can all be
generated using the same idea. The example of the generation of organic
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looking texture procedure can be seen in Figure 6.6 which is only for
demonstration purpose rather than specific soft tissue material. Each
layer of color can be blended based on the mask of organic pattern. The
mask can also be post processed in the image space (such as blur, level,
normal etc) for different materials.
Figure 6.6: Illustration of organic texture generation process.
6.2.3 Multi-Layer Soft Tissue Rendering
The mucous membrane is mostly of endodermal origin and is continu-
ous with the skin at various body openings such as the inside mouth,
lip, eyes etc. Mouth is the first portion of the alimentary canal. The
soft tissue appearance inside the mouth bears great resemblance to the
internal soft tissues in laparoscopic surgery, as can be seen in Figure
6.71. High quality references of oral mucous are much easier to find due
to it is at body opening position which is easy for recording by high
resolution device.
According to the structure of oral mucosa, the materials are divided
1http://www.studiodentaire.com/conditions/fr/cancers-bouche.php
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Figure 6.7: Soft tissue appearance in laparoscopic surgery (first row)
and mouth (second row).
into four layers as can be seen in Figure 6.8. The first layer is the surface
layer which is used to simulate the color of the epithelium. The granular
layer is used to show the granular organic pattern formulated by the
granular cell. The connective tissue layer formulate the connective fiber
pattern of the tissue. The submucosa layer is used to represent the
last material layer which usually contains the blood vessels, nerves and
lymphatic vessels.
The rendering is based on the Physically Based Rendering technique
(see section 6.3 for more details). As can be seen in Figure 6.9, the
render pass include the direct light diffuse, subsurface scattering the
direct specular, granular specular and reflection. The direct light diffuse
determine the based color of the soft tissue. The subsurface scatter is
used to simulate the effect that the light pass though the soft tissue.
The specular (direct and granular) component can show the surface
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Figure 6.8: Structure of oral mucosa
roughness of the soft tissue. The reflection is used to reflect the mucus
effect on top of the soft tissue.
In Figure 6.10, the proposed rendering result is compared with the
real soft tissue image in mouth. Also, the soft tissue rendering in other
simulators is compared. There are many causes for the unrealistic ren-
dering effect in current surgery simulators, such as low quality reference
image, incorrect roughness, single layer material and inaccurate render-
ing method.
6.3 Physically Based Rendering
Physics based rendering (PBR) is a popular rendering technique in game
and visual effect industries. PBR physically models the flow of light in
real world, making PBR rendering pipeline look correct regardless of
lighting condition which is not true in non-PBR rendering pipeline.
The PBR rendering is based on the theory of microfacet model which
describes object surface from microscopic scale. It assumes the object’s
surface is composed of very small reflectors which has different physi-
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Figure 6.9: The breakdown of the render pass.
Figure 6.10: Texture and rendering quality comparison with soft tissue
image in mouth and existing simulators.
cally properties such as roughness, metallic etc. The empirical model
(Blinn, Phong, etc) is a fast computational model adjustable by param-
eters, but without considering the physics behind it. The microfacet
model is inspired by real physical process.
The microfacet theory follows the energy conservation rule that the
energy of outgoing light should not exceed the energy of the incoming
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light. When the light hit the object’s surface, it separates into reflection
part (specular lighting) and refraction part (diffuse lighting).
For the modeling of the reflection light, PBR is based on the re-
flectance equation:
L0(p, ω0) =
∫
Ω
fr(p, ω, ω0)Li(p, ωi)n · ωidωi (6.1)
where Li(p, ωi) is the radiance of point p from the incoming small solid
angle ωi (see Figure 6.11). The dot product n·ωi scales the energy based
on the incident angle to the microsurface around p. L0(p, ω0) calculates
the sum of reflected radiance of a point p over the hemisphere area Ω
and returns the amount of reflection in the direction of ω0. fr is the
bidirectional reflective distribution function (BRDF) which weights how
much the individual incoming light from ωi contribute to the final reflect
radiance based on the object’s material.
Figure 6.11: Physically based rendering shading model.
For the BRDF term fr(p, ω, ω0), it approximates the reflective and
refractive amount on the microfacet area. Cook-Torrance is the most
widely used model in PBR pipeline:
fr = kdflambert + ksfcook−torrance (6.2)
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where kd is the ratio of diffuse light part and ks is the specular
part. flambert is the lambert diffuse term and fcook−torrance is the spec-
ular term. The specular term fcook−torrance is determined by normal
distribution function, geometry function and Fresnel equation:
fcook−torrance =
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n) (6.3)
Where D is normal distribution function describe how microfacets
align with half vector. G reflect the self-shadow of the microfacets. F
shows the reflection varies over the viewing angle at a surface. The
rendering equation can be formulated as:
L0(p, ω0) =
∫
Ω
(kd
c
pi
+ ks
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n))Li(p, ωi)n · ωidωi (6.4)
6.3.1 Subsurface Scattering Rendering
As described in equation 6.4, not all lights reflect from a surface. Some
lights will penetrate into the object, scatter inside and finally go outside
of the surface, which becomes visible to eyes as diffuse or subsurface
scatter color.
Subsurface scattering needs to know how far the light travel through
the object which normally is dependent on the path tracing. However,
path tracing needs to know the thickness of the objects. In realtime
rendering, the thickness of objects can be approximated by rendering
the object’s front and back surface each time to get the depth of the
front and back of the object. However, this method will not well capture
the depth when the shape is complex. Depth peeling is a strategy to
solve this problem but it is a time consuming operation because of the
need of multiple render passes for each layer. Instead of using realtime
thickness computation method, surface thickness is approximated using
the pre-computed thickness map. The thickness map is generated by
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casting rays in the opposite direction of the surface normal. The darker
area means the thin part of the model. Although the thickness map
does not reflect how long the light travel through the object, it can
provide a good approximation of the object thickness. When light hit
the surface, the distance that the light travel through the object can be
approximated as a function of the thickness.
For the modeling of the scattering, the diffuse term in equation 6.2
is decomposed into diffuse and subsurface term.
fr = kd((1− ksss)f ′lambert + ksssfsub) + ksfcook−torrance (6.5)
where flambert now becomes flambert = (1− ksss)f ′lambert + ksssfsub, ksss
is the weight of the subsurface scattering and f ′lambert is the new lambert
diffuse term. Then the PBR render equation becomes:
L0(p, ω0) =
∫
Ω
(kd(1−ksss)c
′
pi
+kdksssfsub+ks
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n))Li(p, ωi)n·ωidωi
(6.6)
The computation of the subsurface term can be performed as:
L0(p, ω0)sub =
∫
Ω
kdksssfsubLi(p, ωi)n · ωidωi (6.7)
where the fsub is defined as:
fsub = Ce
−σT (6.8)
fsub is a light absorption model which depends on the thickness
(T ) of the model and absorption coefficient σ. The equation 6.7 now
becomes:
L0(p, ω0)subsurface =
∫
Ω
kdksssCe
−σTLi(p, ωi)n · ωidωi (6.9)
Due to Ce−σT will not be influenced by dω so it can be taken out
from the integration:
L0(p, ω0)sub = Ce
−σT
∫
Ω
kdksssLi(p, ωi)n · ωidωi (6.10)
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where Li(p, ωi) is the radiance of point p from the incoming small
solid angle ωi. To compute this equation, the lighting model is im-
portant. The detail lighting model will be introduced in the following
section.
6.3.2 Light Modeling
In laparoscopic surgery, the light is a source with area instead of a ideal
point source. Different from point light, the solid angle differential dωi
is related with the differential area of light dA. The relation between
the differential dωi and dA can be formulated as:
1
r2
=
dωi
dAcosθi
(6.11)
where r is the distance between the shading point p and the point p′
on dA, θi is the angle between pp
′ and the normal of dA. Then equation
6.10 becomes:
L0(p, ω0)sub = Ce
−σT
∫
A
kdksssLi(p, ωi)cosθi
n · ωidA
r2
(6.12)
When assuming the light source is uniform which means the radiance
Li(p, ω0) is constant (L) on A. The above equation becomes:
L0(p, ω0)sub = Ce
−σTkdksssL
∫
A
cosθin · ωidA
r2
(6.13)
The term cosθin · ωi/r2 is bounded by the shape of the area light.
Approximate this integration using importance sampling is widely used
in game industry. The importance sampling will find most representa-
tive sample to simplify the integration. However, this method always
has the risk of overestimation. Not like games which always have mul-
tiple light sources, there is only one light source in laparoscopic surgery
and the accuracy of the lighting effect can greatly influence the realism.
Comparing to the procedure of finding most important sample point in
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the importance sampling, using Monte Carlo sampling based method
is feasible on modern graphic hardware especially when the sampling
number is small.
Assuming there are m sampling points on the area light, then the
equation 6.13 becomes:
L0(p, ω0)sub = Ce
−σTkdksssL
m∑
i=1
cosθin · ωiα
r2
(6.14)
where α is the area of the dA. When the sampling points num-
ber increase, the efficiency will be affected significantly. The sampling
number is adaptively changed according to the distance between the lit
point and the center of the light source. Then the final lighting equation
for subsurface scattering becomes:
L0(p, ω0)sub = Ce
−σTkdksssL
m(d)∑
i=1
cosθin · ωiα
r2
(6.15)
m(d) =
{ a1, h2 < d ≤ h1
a2, h3 < d ≤ h2
· · · , · · ·
(6.16)
where m(d) is a piecewise function. This adaptive sampling method
can ensure high accuracy for objects near the light source. For the
objects that far from the light, compromise on accuracy for efficiency is
made by adaptively reducing the sampling number. As can be seen in
Figure 6.12 (light source is on the right side), the first row is the ground
truth effect of the area light. If only use 1x sample on the area light, it
becomes a point light and generates hard shading effect across the dark
and bright area. When increasing the sampling rate, it can be seen that
the hard boundary becomes blurry. The difference between point light
and area light effect is easy to be detected near the light (right side)
but it is hard to be perceived in distant area (left side). The adaptive
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Figure 6.12: Result comparison of different sampling rate and adaptive
samples.
sampling strategy can preserve the rendering quality in important area
while not adding too much computational burden to processors. Besides
the distance dependent m(d) definition, the sampling number for the
area light can also be determined by the painting. Then the m(d) is
defined as the group of points with the same color. The painting based
sampling can produce high rendering quality for important area which
is used in the following section part.
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For the computation of the diffuse term, it is similar to the subsur-
face term. The only difference is that it does not need to compute the
subsurface scattering term:
L0(p, ω0)diffuse = kd(1− ksss)L
m(d)∑
i=1
cosθin · ωiα
r2
(6.17)
For the computation of specular term, the same idea is applied:
L0(p, ω0)spec =
∫
Ω
(ks
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n))L(p, ωi)n · ωidωi (6.18)
= L
∫
A
(ks
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n))n · ωi
cosθidA
r2
(6.19)
= L
m(d)∑
i=1
(ks
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n))n · ωi
cosθidA
r2
(6.20)
Different from the diffuse and subsurface term, the specular term
needs to compute D,F,G which is more computational expensive. To
further improve the accuracy, only the subset of current sampling points
which contribute most to the specular are sampled. To choose the subset
of the sampling points, a cone around the reflection vector is defined,
as can be seen in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.13: Reflection cone for choosing sampling point subset.
The intersection between the cone and the area light plane is com-
puted. Only the points that fall into the cone region are sampled. The
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final equation for the specular term is:
L0(p, ω0)spec = L
m(d)cone∑
i=1
(ks
DFG
4(ω0 · n)(ωi · n))n · ωi
cosθidA
r2
(6.21)
where m(d)cone is the points that fall inside the intersection between
reflection cone and area light region. The final PBR based rendering
equation is:
L0(p, ω0) = L0(p, ω0)diffuse + L0(p, ω0)sub + L0(p, ω0)spec (6.22)
A female anatomy model locating at the rectum is used for the ren-
dering experiment of the above PBR rendering equation. A rectangular
area light is used for this experiment. The rendering passes and final
rendering effect is shown in Figure 6.142. Compared with the ground
truth image , there is still minor visual differences but this is caused by
the effect of the recording device. This visual different can be further
minimized after applying post-processing which can be found in sec-
tion 6.3.3. As can be seen in Figure 6.15, the user specified important
sampling area is painted with blue color (8x sample), compare with the
lowest sampling rate in the green color (1x sample), the hard boundary
between the bright and dark area becomes blurry in the high sampling
area. For the specular effect, the specular area should reflect the shape
of the light. It can be seen that the higher sampling rate can generate
more accurate specular (rectangular shape) than low sampling rate. In
the red color area, most of it is in the dark area and no specular effect
in there, lower sampling rate 4x is used to produce soft darkness area.
For the green area, the model detail complexity is simple so there is not
too much bright and dark variation. 1x sampling is used in this area.
The lowest sampling effect can be achieved at around 117 fps while the
adaptive sampling result is achieved at 110 fps for a mesh with 20k
vertices which is acceptable for realtime application.
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOOCvFMMCqg
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Figure 6.14: Illustration of material pass, rendering pass, final render
result (before compositing) and comparison with ground truth.
Figure 6.15: Comparison between the lowest sampling rate and painting
based adaptive sampling.
6.3.3 Post Processing Pipeline
In laparoscopic surgery, the surgeons perform the operation based on
the video recorded by the camera. The resolution of the device and type
of monitor will both influence the present of the anatomy. Normally,
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the color, noise, blur and sharpness etc. may vary a lot among different
recording and display devices. From the Figure 6.14, it is easy to find
that the rendering result are too clear and clean, which is different from
the camera recording effect of real world objects.
Figure 6.16: The post effect analysis of the laparoscopic surgery video.
In this thesis, a set of widely used post processing techniques are
integrated into the rendering pipeline, which can achieve various effects
that caused by the recording device. From the general view, the effect of
the recorded video are corresponding to various post-processing effects,
as can be seen in Figure 6.16. Detail analysis about those effects will
be in the following part of this section.
Chromatic aberration is one of the most important effect in the
post processing pipeline. In the real-world photography, when a lens
fails to render all color channels at the same convergence point, the
chromatic aberration happens. As can be seen in Figure 6.173, the
chromatic aberration effect is very common in the video of laparosocpic
3https://reshade.me/forum/shader-presentation
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Figure 6.17: The chromatic aberration effect in laparoscopic surgery
video.
Figure 6.18: Illustration of post processing effect which include chro-
matic abberation, color adjustment and lens effect.
surgery especially the low quality recording device. However, the CG
lighting can not generate this effect so this can be achieved in the post-
processing stage. As can be seen in Figure 6.18, this effect can be
achieved by offsetting the pixel RGB channels.
Besides the chromatic aberration effect, the color tuning is also im-
portant to the matching the rendering result to the color theme in the
real surgery video. Tone mapping, filmic adjustment, curve editing are
used (see Figure 6.18).
The lens effect are also important to the photorealism of the ren-
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Figure 6.19: The comparison of the final processing effect with the
ground truth.
dering result. Due to the strong lighting and high reflective soft tissue
membrane, HDR and flare effect can often be seen from laparoscopic
surgery video. The depth of field is another important lens effect to
simulate the effective focus range. Noise and blur are often associate
with the above effects. Figure 6.18 show applying those effects to the
rendered image.
The gradient mask is used to simulate the effect of the view from
laparoscopic camera. A radial gradient at the center of the image can
139
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Figure 6.20: Illustration of different post processing styles (second row)
and comparison with ground truth (first row).
achieve this effect. By using the chromatic aberration, sharpen, noise,
HDR, depth of field and gradient mask, the final rendering effect and
its comparison is shown in Figure 6.19. The combination of the above
post processing techniques can achieve various effects, as can be seen
in Figure 6.204. How to choose the techniques is dependent on the
required effect.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, a realistic soft tissue rendering method based on proce-
dural organic material generation and multi-layer soft tissue rendering
pipeline is proposed. The procedural organic material pipeline is based
on a quad tree based procedural system which can generate user con-
trolled organic pattern materials for physically based rendering pipeline.
In this research, the soft tissue rendering is dependent on the biome-
chanics based multi-layer structure. This multi-layer structure has been
integrated into a physically based rendering pipeline to produce realistic
soft tissue rendering.
4http://www.mondoginecologico.it/chirurgia/chirurgia-endoscopica/
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Chapter 7
Laparoscopic Surgery
Simulator Development
7.1 Introduction
Developing a laparoscopic surgery simulator is the interdiscipline of
physics simulation, computer graphics and software engineering. It re-
quires not only the key technologies proposed in this thesis but also the
engineering pipeline which can efficiently integrate those technologies
as a chain of processing elements and automatically control the data
flow through the pipeline. To evaluate the techniques proposed in this
thesis, this chapter will illustrate how to integrate those techniques into
a pipeline for developing realtime laparoscopic surgery simulator. The
detailed performance analysis of the system in each component has been
made in this chapter.
7.2 System Overview
In general, the system can be divided into three components: geometry
processing, simulation and rendering. In the first stage, the anatomy
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Figure 7.1: The general system pipeline and relationship between each
subsystem.
data and surgical tool models are firstly sent to the geometry process-
ing unit. The geometry processing unit is an auxiliary tool for optimiz-
ing mesh (chapter 3) and painting necessary information for simulation
(chapter 4.3.5) but it is not directly involved in the realtime simulation.
If the 3D model is simulation ready, it can skip the mesh optimization
process and enter the painting process.
After the geometry processing system, the geometry data will be
sent to GPU for simulation. The simulation includes the computation of
soft tissue deformation (chapter 4) and surgical tool interaction (chapter
5). The computation result will be sent back for the rendering and
haptic feedback.
For the rendering system, it takes the output of simulation system
and packs the data for rendering. This rendering pipeline includes a
physically based deferred shading system which consists of multi-layer
soft tissue rendering and post processing (chapter 6). The rendering
result can be sent to different types of display devices. For the object
which needs haptic feedback, the geometry data should be sent to the
haptic rendering loop to let the device capture the shape of the object.
The simulation and rendering components are the core of the pipeline
which will be introduced in details in the following part.
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7.2.1 GPU Based Simulation System
Physics simulation is the most computationally expensive part in the
pipeline. To achieve better realtime performance, the simulation system
is implemented based GPU parallel computation.
The data transfer between CPU memory and GPU memory is an
expensive operation. As can be seen from Figure 7.2, normally the data
is created on the pageable memory. Before sending to GPU, it needs to
be firstly transferred to pin memory then can be sent to device memory.
To reduce the transfer cost, the pinned memory in the physical memory
(RAM) is used which will not be swapped out but has limited capacity.
The copy from pinned memory is faster than pageable memory due to
the DMA (Direct Memory Access) which can direct fetch this mem-
ory without the help of CPU. The data need to be transferred between
GPU and CPU in each frame include the 3D model position, contact
information (type, time) and dissection information for each vertex and
primitive. On the GPU cores, the main computation power is used on
constraint solving for deformation, collision detection, dissection and
clip. The deformation constraint can simulate wide range of soft tissue
behaviours based on continuum mechanics (see chapter 4). The col-
lision, dissection and clip constraints take the haptic tool information
as input and perform circumsphere based collision, dissection and clip
operations (5).
7.2.2 Deferred Shading Based Rendering Pipeline
The rendering is based on a deferred shading pipeline. Deferred shading
is a screen space rendering technique which means the shading is not
performed in the first render pass. Instead the shading is deferred until
the second pass. In the first pass, the data for shading computation is
collected, such as depth, normal, material id etc. This data collection
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Figure 7.2: GPU based simulation pipeline.
is also called the geometry buffer (G-Buffer) filling. In the second pass,
actual shading is performed in the screen space based on the geometry
information in the G Buffer. The reason to use deferred shading is
that it decouples scene geometry from lighting. It provides an ease of
using computationally efficient screen space rendering techniques and
convenient for managing complex shading effect.
The design of the rendering pipeline is shown in Figure 7.3. Baking
necessary maps for rendering is the first stage of the rendering pipeline.
Baking maps means transferring mesh and material based information
into texture map. Those maps are then ready for sampling in the later
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Figure 7.3: Rendering Pipeline Overview.
shading stage to provide material and auxiliary information.
In the G-Buffer stage, besides the traditional shading information,
specific information is added for generating special rendering effect for
surgery simulation. As can be seen in Figure 7.4, the heat, velocity and
two flag channels are added into G-Buffer. The heat will determine the
color of dissected tissue. Two flag channels can be used for advanced
effect such as smoke and bleeding effect.
Figure 7.4: G-Buffer overview.
In the deferred shading stage, the main shading operations are per-
formed. The lighting pass is firstly performed for diffuse, specular and
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subsurface scattering. The global illumination and environment light
are optional according to the requirement. Instead of using GPU based
global illumination, the computationally efficient polynomial based rep-
resentation is used for irradiance environment maps [RH01]. However,
due to the limited and close environment in laparoscopic surgery and
single light source, global illumination and irradiance environment maps
are not necessary for some cases such as weak light intensity environ-
ment. For reflective materials, the screen space based reflection tech-
nique [HFK16] is used. However, due to this technique is based on
light tracing, the reflection importance map is used to further improve
the efficiency of reflection computation. The importance reflection map
is grayscale map which specify the reflective region. The screen space
effect pass is responsible for the ambient occlusion and shadow in the
scene. We used the classical SSAO and shadow map for each effect.
In the compositing stage, the techniques are classified into camera,
lighting, monitor and color based effects. More details can be found in
chapter 6.3.3.
7.3 Development of Laparoscopic Surgery Sim-
ulator
In this research, a laparoscopic surgery simulator prototype is developed
which can provide basic laparoscopic skill training. To improve the
effectiveness and efficiency in the training, the design and structure of
the simulator should be similar to the real clinical platform so that it
can provide the medical practitioners another alternative to sharpen
their surgical skills.
There are mainly two different formats of laparoscopic surgery. One
is robotic based laparoscopic surgery. It will make use of the technol-
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ogy such as da Vinci system which is based on a platform located away
from the patient and controlled by doctors sitting in front of a true
minimally invasive 3-D view of the surgical field. The other is the sur-
geon based surgery. The surgeon will directly manipulate the surgical
tool and see the enlarged surgical elements on a TV monitor during the
surgery. In this section, the simulator is mainly used for the surgeon
based surgery training which is still the common way of performing
laparoscopic surgery in clinic theater.
According to the above facts, the design of the simulator includes
two parts: the hardware design and software design. The hardware
design focuses on the building of the training platform (surgeon based
surgery training) and the software design concentrates on the develop-
ment of the virtual training environment.
7.3.1 System Configuration
In laparoscopic surgery, instruments (such as graspers, scissors, clip ap-
plier) will be inserted into the body’s trocars and the surgeons will hold
the instruments to perform the surgery. To simulate this environment,
a surgery box is designed, on which holes are provided to play the role of
trocars. The real surgery tools will be inserted into the holes and con-
nect to a pair of haptic devices which are responsible for providing force
feedback. For the haptic device, Omni Phantom 1 is chosen because it
can meet the requirement of manipulation degree of freedom in surgery,
provide continuous force feedback, support flexible customization and
have been validated in various successful simulators [ECNN+16]. The
real laparoscopic surgery tools are connected to the haptic device via an
interface in the surgery box. The virtual reality controller can also be
attached to the surgery tools which can synchronize the tool transfor-
1http://www.geomagic.com/.
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mation to the VR headset to provide more immersive user experiences.
Figure 7.5: System Hardware.
For the display device, a TV monitor is often used in clinic the-
ater to visualize the surgical operations inside the patient abdomen.
The options of the monitor can be 2D and 3D [WRK+14]. Using head-
mounted 3D display to augment laparoscopic skills especially to enhance
the sense of depth for surgeon is the recent trend of laparoscopic visu-
alization [ACW+15]. In the development of this simulator, both 2D,
3D 2 and head-mounted 3D monitors 3 are used for different training
purposes.
For the software, the system used the in-house engine which is de-
veloped based on the research of this thesis. It includes the geometry
processing, physics simulation, rendering and visualization. The geome-
try processing mainly includes the research proposed in chapter 3 which
is responsible for the simulation ready model generation. As the core
of the system, the physics simulation contains the research in chapter 4
2https://www.asus.com/us/Monitors/VG278H/.
3https://www.vive.com/us/
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which includes continuum mechanics based deformation, dissection and
collision simulation. The rendering mainly includes the multi-layer soft
tissue rendering research in chapter 6.
The system is based on C++ which can provide high level abstrac-
tion and low level hardware (haptic, VR headset etc.) access easily. To
make the system compatible on multi-platform and easily communicate
with used hardware, OpenGL is used for the graphics part of the sys-
tem. For the haptic device programming, OpenHaptics is used which
is a C++ and OpenGL based haptic library provided by the hardware
vendor of Omni Phantom. For the VR headset, 3rd party API OpenVR
are used which allows the access to VR devices from different vendors
without knowing the hardware they are targeting at. For the GPU
based optimization, CUDA is used. The system is running on a work-
station with Microsoft Windows 7 system, Intel XEON E5-1650 CPU,
32GB RAM and Nvidia GTX960 graphic card.
7.3.2 System Implementation
The whole system implementation for the rectum cancer surgery simu-
lator can be seen in Figure 7.6. Each node represents a specific function.
The Soft Tissue node takes Model node as input which is responsible
for the loading of 3D model data. The Soft Tissue node can represent
various types soft tissue (fat, membrane and embedded tissue). The
property of the tissue can be specified by the external curve file or tra-
ditional FEM based method ( see chapter 4.3). The response to the
collision can also be specified in the Soft Tissue node. The collision
update rate and circumsphere factors (ϕ, ς) are corresponding to the
parameters in section 5.2.4 which are responsible for balancing the sta-
bility, accuracy and efficiency of the collision.
The Haptic Device node is responsible for the loading of the proxy
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Figure 7.6: The work flow of the rectum cancer surgery system.
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model for virtual surgery tools. The sensitivity and force feedback pa-
rameters can be adjusted in this module.
The Simulation Node is the core of the system. It takes the Soft
Tissue node and Haptic Device node as the input. The Simulation
Node will take the constraints that provided by the Soft Tissue node
and Haptic Device Node. Inside the Simulation node, it will feed the
input data into the specified solver (XPBD is used). The simulation
result will be fed to the corresponding render node.
The Soft Tissue Render node and Tool Render node are responsible
for the rendering of soft tissue and surgical tool. The lighting mode and
materials can be specified in this node as the form of external file. The
adaptive lighting only used on Soft Tissue Render node but not used
for Tool Render node due to the darkness on the surgery tool is often
not that obvious so the smoothness between dark and bright area is not
necessary.
G-Buffer node takes the Soft Tissue Render node, Tool Render node,
Shaders, Camera Node and Light Node as the inputs. It fills the G-
Buffer using the render data in the way described in section 7.2.2.
Follow the rendering pipeline, the Screen Render node will take the
G-Buffer node information and perform the final render.
The FX Compositing node is responsible for the post processing.
Each FX Compositing Node takes an Effect Profile as input. The Effect
Profile includes Color Adjustment Profile, Lens Effect Profile and Mask
Effect Profile as shown in section 6.3.3. In the post processing pipeline,
the chromatic aberration and tune mapping are used for creating the
basic color theme, the depth of field, screen blur is used for lens effect
and the gradient mask are applied.
The above is the system implementation of the rectum cancer surgery
application. For the development of training module, it is made up of
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deliberate and repetitive hands-on training of basic and procedural la-
paroscopic skills on simulators. For each type of skill training task,
a specific simulation modality is used. The training modules include
peg transfer, pattern cutting, ligating, eye hand coordination, clip and
dissection, as can be seen in Figure 7.8.
The training module does not have high require on the realism of soft
tissue. A simplified pipeline of rectum cancer surgery is used. Features
such as subsurface scattering in the lighting pass, the whole compositing
pass are turned off. Due to the fact that it is a simplified version of the
simulator system, details will not be covered here.
7.3.3 Performance Analysis Implementation
The Figure 7.7 records the procedure of operating the simulator. It
includes navigation, tissue split (sliding contact), vessel clip and dissec-
tion. The detailed performance is sampled during each type of opera-
tion.
It can be seen that during navigation stage the cost of the system
mainly spend on deformation simulation and haptic device. To capture
the continuous force feedback, the geometry needs to be rendered to
haptic device to make it aware the topology of the mesh at the rate
of 1000 Hz. The deformation simulation in the navigation stage will
not cost too much computational power because no large deformation
happens so the expensive operations such as SVD is not involved. The
cost on collision detection mainly spends on the broad phase detection
so cost is comparatively small because no contact happens yet in this
stage.
In the soft tissue split stage, sliding contact is the most frequently
performed operation. The narrow phase collision detection and reso-
lution consumes larger computational power than the navigation stage
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Figure 7.7: Overall performance analysis.
because the circumspheres need to be adjusted and updated to provide
good mesh approximation and protection to high detailed area. The
deformation cost in this stage increases due to the large deformation
simulation. Meanwhile, frequent sliding contact causes the increase of
cost on haptic collision processing.
In the clip stage, the focus of the operation is the interaction between
the tip of the surgery tool and the vessel. Compared to the previous
stage, the frequency of sliding contact reduced a lot so the cost for the
collision and haptic decreased. The cost for deformation also decreased
due to the operation only limited to the vessel and its connected tissue.
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Figure 7.8: The modules for laparoscopic skill training.
The rendering cost in this stage increased a little due to the processing
of visual mesh.
In the dissection stage, the energized dissection is the main opera-
tion in this stage. The cost for the deformation simulation increased
significantly due to the heat transfer based dissection and large defor-
mation simulation. The collision and haptic remains the same level as
that in the previous stage because the interaction in this stage is still
limited between the tip of the surgery tool and soft tissue. The increase
of the rendering cost is caused by the smoke, newly generated incision
surface rendering.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, a development pipeline based on the research of this
thesis is proposed. The development pipeline is composed of the geo-
metric process, simulation, rendering and post process. The simulation
and rendering are the core of the whole pipeline. Based on this pipeline,
a laparoscopic skill training system and rectum cancer surgery appli-
cation are developed and the detailed system performance analysis is
154
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Figure 7.9: Illustration of the simulator system for analysing.
made in this chapter.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future
Works
8.1 Summary and Conclusion
This thesis focused on improving the visual realism of laparoscopic
surgery simulation from the perspective of computer graphics. It be-
gins from an overview of the existing laparoscopic surgery simulator in
Chapter 2. Based on the analysis of the factors that influence the visual
realism from the perspective of computer graphics (OBJ1), state-of-art
works in anatomy modeling, soft tissue deformation simulation, surgery
tool interaction and soft tissue rendering have been reviewed (OBJ2).
For anatomy modeling, chapter 3 solves the problem of how to de-
sign an efficient method for the modeling of complex anatomy structure
(Q1). To design an efficient geometric method which can take advan-
tage of the already existing 3D anatomic models on the market and
converting it to simulation ready model (OBJ3), this thesis proposed
a voxelization and remesh based pipeline which can keep the shape of
original 3D surface model but eliminate the ill shaped and degenerate
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polygons without influencing existing artistic pipeline (C1) and a sur-
face mesh parameterization transfer algorithm which can transfer the
original surface parameterization (UV mapping) to the simulation ready
model without distortion in the parameterization space (C2).
For the soft tissue simulation, chapter 4 worked on how to improve
the realism of soft tissue simulation and make it more easily editable to
achieve user desired effect (Q2). To design a physically based soft tissue
modeling method which can reflect the muti-layer nature of soft tissue
and provide intuitive physics based user control to soft tissue property
(OBJ4), this thesis proposed a nonlinear multi-layer soft tissue simu-
lation method. It includes a multi-layer soft tissue modeling method
which generalize the soft tissue into fascia, fatty and embedded tissues
(C3), a hyperelastic based curve editing system which enables the user
to control the physical behaviour of soft tissue using intuitive physically
based curve system (C4) and a skeleton based stiffness painting system
for generating heterogeneous soft tissue (C5).
For the surgery tool interaction, chapter 5 targeted at how to im-
prove the interaction between surgery tools and soft tissues from the
perspective of accuracy, stability and efficiency (Q3). To develop a
robust surgical tool interaction system which can provide stable slid-
ing contact, energized dissection and clipping operations (OBJ5), this
thesis proposed 1) an adaptive circumsphere based collision detection
and resolution method which can reduces collision tunnelling effectively
(C6) and provide stable and robust collision response (C7), 2) a com-
putationally efficient dissection model based on heat transfer which pro-
vides physically based modeling for the dissected area (C8), 3) an ef-
ficient geometric based soft tissue clip method which can keep the clip
attaching on the vessel and producing visual plausible clip result with-
out introducing the rigid body simulation (C9).
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For the soft tissue rendering, chapter 6 aimed at how to achieve
realistic rendering of soft tissue (Q4). To design an efficient pipeline
for realistic multi-layer soft tissue rendering which includes material
asset generation, rendering and post-processing (OBJ6), a procedural
organic material generation pipeline which enables the users to effi-
ciently generate organic look texture based on real images (C10) and
a multi-layer soft tissue rendering rendering pipeline which includes
multi-layer soft tissue shading, optimized lighting effect modeling and
post-processing (C11) have been proposed.
To test the feasibility of the proposed techniques, chapter 7 focused
on the development of a laparoscopic surgery simulator based on pro-
posed techniques in this thesis. It includes the hardware setup, GPU
based simulation pipeline, deferred shading based rendering pipeline.
The detailed performance analysis has also been made in this chapter.
In conclusion, the visual realism of laparoscopic surgery simulation
is determined by various issues (modeling, simulation and rendering).
Those issues will influence the performance of laparoscopic surgery sim-
ulation from the perspective of efficiency, stability and accuracy. In this
thesis, a set of tailored techniques have been proposed from the perspec-
tive of computer graphics to solve those challenges. Due to the lack of
standard computer graphic production pipeline for laparoscopic surgery
simulation, a feasible system pipeline for the development of simulator
has also been proposed based on those tailored techniques which can
benefit both the researchers and practitioners from industries.
8.2 Future Works
From the anatomy modeling perspective, this paper only focused on
generating simulation ready model based on existing 3D anatomies. Due
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to the shape variation of the anatomy model is very limited, the train-
ing platform can only provide monotonous training task under limited
anatomical conditions. For the users who used the simulator for several
times, such tasks will quickly become boring and the training becomes
less useful. For a high fidelity surgery simulator, providing variational
anatomy shapes according to the patient specific data is the future
of surgery simulator [HCGD17], which can make the training progress
more practical and significant. Creating 3D anatomies for each patient
is not practical. Due to the fact that the shape variations between hu-
man anatomies is not large, generating patient specific models based
on a high quality template model is promising. The template model
can be generated from the modeling pipeline in this research. The chal-
lenge is how to design an effective surface registration algorithm that
can establish surface correspondences between patient specific data and
template model, then deform the template model into the desired target
shape. Ali recently et al. [DLG+13]) proposed a promising anatomy
transfer pipeline which can transfer a reference anatomical model from
an input template to an arbitrary target character. The surface regis-
tration in this pipeline is based on the classic Iterative Closest Point
method [ZF03] [BM92] which is not computationally efficient and ac-
curate enough especially under extreme conditions. Recently, learning
based registration methods is popular. Huang et al. [HKC+17] pro-
posed a convolutional networks based shape descriptor learning method
from part correspondence which can be quite useful for the registration
of detail feature of anatomy model.
From the simulation perspective, the whole simulation pipeline is
based on polygon mesh representation. The main drawback of polygon
based representation is that the accuracy of the simulation is depen-
dent on the resolution of the mesh. To achieve realtime performance,
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low resolution mesh has to be used which is the source of artifacts such
as zigzag incision area when performing dissection. The polygon rep-
resentation constrains the topology relation of the mesh vertices which
makes the topology changing operations in simulation very complex be-
cause the simulation constraints and rendering surface are determined
by the topology relationship. Use more simple mesh representation for
the soft tissues which will be dissected or split frequently during sim-
ulation will benefit the simulation efficiency and accuracy significantly.
Meshless representation is a good candidate for this purpose which has
been widely used in fluid simulation [MM13]. How to design the kernels
for particles will determine the physical property of the simulated ob-
ject. For meshless based deformation simulation, there are many solid
works [BJ14] [GBB09] [MKN+04] on designing the kernel types to sim-
ulate various physical properties. Recently, a shape matching based
large elasto-plastic deformation technique is proposed et al.[CMM16]
which can adaptively change the kernel size to adapt to the needs of
shape change. This technique is quite promising to create soft tissue
that can be arbitrary dissected without introducing zigzag boundary
artifact in the polygon based method. However, the challenging part of
using meshless mesh representation is how to render surface especially
the surface with parameterization information (such as texture UV co-
ordinate) on it. In [CMM16], a novel surface tracking method has been
proposed which can combine the procedural material generation tech-
niques in this research to project the multi-layer organic patterns onto
the tracked surface of the meshless object. How to design the optimized
projection plane or projection shape to ensure the smooth distribution
of the pattern on the meshless object is an interesting topic for further
research.
From the user experience view, how much realism is enough for
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surgery simulation is an unsolved problem yet. Finding the valid point
of balance between efficiency, accuracy and stability is significant for
the development of surgery simulator, which needs support from clinic
theater. The haptic feedback of current surgery simulator still depends
on physical behaviour of virtual object. When the simulation of virtual
object is not accurate, the accuracy of haptic feedback will be influenced
greatly. However, this thesis did not cover how to improve the haptic
fidelity based on limited visual realism which is a quite important issue
especially when the simulation hardware can not provide high realism
simulation due to the lower update rate caused by heavy computational
tasks but want to achieve believable user experience. Recently, an adap-
tive prediction method for smooth haptic rendering is proposed et al.
[HS16] which can be very helpful for generating smooth user experi-
ence for complex and computationally intensive scenarios. Following
this path and designing a clinic validated computer graphics realism
standard has great impact on the development of laparoscopic surgery
simulator because it can offer more definite and clear goals for the devel-
opment which can improve the efficiency of development significantly.
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Appendix
9.1 Global Based Simulation Method Analysis
The traditional way of solving this large linear system is using Newton’s
method [BW98] but the high cost limits its utilities in realtime appli-
cations because it requires solving a linear system which changes after
each iteration (∇f is changing in each iteration). Instead of solving the
implicit integration directly, a variational form of implicit integration is
described in [MTGG11] which formulate the problem as a non-convex
optimization problem. It operates directly on elastic potentials rather
than forces:
min
x
f(x) =
1
2h2
(x− x˜)TM(x− x˜)︸ ︷︷ ︸
first
+ E(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
second
(9.1)
The first term of the equation 9.1 reflect the trend of attracting x
to predicited state x˜ according to Newton’s law. The second term will
penalize the elastic deformation. The energy term is dependent on the
constraint type. The violation of constraint will cause the growing of the
energy term. The elastic deformation can be viewed as the process of
penalizing the growing energy and restoring the deformed state to the
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rest state. The critical points of the above non-convex minimization
problem (∇f = 0) is actually the following equation (which can be
derived from equation 4.33 and 4.34).
M(xn+1 − x˜) = h2f(xn+1) (9.2)
where the x˜ = 2xn − xn−1 = xn + vnh represents the inertial of the
object.
Instead of using Newton’s method, projective dynamics [BML+14]
becomes popular in recent years. This method will produce a global
linear system which is not dependent on the runtime state (can be
prefactorized).
(
M
h2
+ L)x =
M
h2
x˜ +
∑
i
ωiS
T
i G
T
i pi (9.3)
where Si is the selection matrix which select the points that involved
in the ith constraint manifold. pi is the auxiliary variable which store
the projection result of Six onto the ith manifold, Gi is the discrete
differential operator. Projective dynamics is based on an alternating
(local \ global) optimization. The local step will fix x and solve pi for
each constraint manifold then store the projection of Six onto the con-
straint manifold Ωi to pi. The global solve step will treat x as variable
and fix pi. Projective dynamics can be solved very fast per iteration.
The whole minimization process in projective dynamics will find a bal-
ance between inertia motion and elastic behavior. However, the main
drawback of projective dynamics is the formulation of the energy term,
which is a quadratic distance measures between the current state and
projected result. That means the energy is limited to the quadratic
form so the classical constitutive models from continuum mechanics ,
such as St. Venant-Kirchoff, Neo-Hookean etc., not be used. Also the
global solve step of projective dynamics requires solving a linear system
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which is normally dependent on a direct solver. However, the direct
solver can not be easily accelerated by parallel computation according
to the previous research [Wan15]. When topology change happens, the
direct solver becomes inefficient because the linear system can not be
prefactorized.
Liu et. al. [LBK17] interpreted the projective dynamics as a quasi-
Newton method. In the Newton’s method, the Hessian of the f(x) (in
equation 9.1) needs to be computed as the descent direction−∇2f(x)−1∇f(x).
Instead of computing the problematic Hessian (requires definiteness),
Liu used M
h2
+ L as the approximation of Hessian in the Newton’s
method. Now the descent direction in Newton’s method becomes:
(
M
h2
+ L)−1∇f(x) = x− (M
h2
+ L)−1(
M
h2
x˜ +
∑
i
ωiS
T
i G
T
i pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
x∗
(9.4)
We can see that x∗ is actually the result of one step projective dynamics
solve. d = x− x∗ can be interpreted as the descent direction. The def-
initeness of the Hessian can be guaranteed. The Projective Dynamics
then can treated as a quasi-Newton method, computing the next itera-
tion as a linear search procedure x+αd. In Projective Dynamics, α = 1
which can guarantee the decrease of the objective function f(x) in equa-
tion 9.1 using the Projective Dynamics material. Projective Dynamics
as a quasi-Newton method enables the integration of more generalized
hyperelastic materials that satisfying the Valanis-Landel assumption
but still limited to hyperlastic material. The parallel implementation
and optimization for this method still require further research. How-
ever, the performance of this method will still suffer topology change
which is the common problems for global solving based methods.
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9.2 Projective Dynamics and PBD Relation
The first step of PBD is the position prediction, which can be perceived
as the first term of equation 9.1. For the energy term in equation 9.1,
if the energy is optimized using a Gauss-Seidel or Jacobian style which
means treating Ei(Six,p) as constraint and minimizing each Ei(Six,p)
squentially (equation 9.5), the projective dynamics will becomes PBD.
1
2
∑
‖GiSix− pi‖2F =
1
2
∑
‖xωi − pi‖2F = Ci(pi) (9.5)
where xωi is the predicted positions of points involved in the i the
constraint. Linearizing C(pi):
C(pi) = C(xωi + pi − xωi) = C(xωi) +∇CT∆x (9.6)
where ∆x = pi−xωi . The energy minimization problem can be formu-
lated as the Lagrangian
min
∆x,λ
fi(∆x, λ) =
1
2
∑
‖M−
1
2
i ∆x‖2F + λi(C(xωi) +∇CT∆x) (9.7)
∂fi
∂∆x
= ∆x + λ∇CT∆x = 0 (9.8)
∂fi
∂λi
= C(xωi) +∇CT∆x = 0 (9.9)
Where Mi is the mass matrix of the ith constraint. Then get the result
which is exactly the same as the PBD update rule (see equation 9.10).
∆x = − C(xωi)‖∇C‖F2
∇C(xωi) (9.10)
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